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Extremely short external cavity (ESEC) provides a simple way of
controlling the operation point of a semiconductor laser. A change in the
external cavity configuration will change the laser's output power and
wavelength spectrum as well as the bias voltage. In this work, the ways to
model and use extremely short external cavity semiconductor lasers have
been developed. Modeling and experiments have been used to analyze the
wavelength tuning and other related optical characteristics of various ESEC
laser devices. A brief overview is given on the physics related to
semiconductor lasers. A simple phenomenological laser model is presented
for the efficient calculation of the multi-mode output spectrum of a FabryPerot semiconductor laser. The effective reflectance model is used to
simulate the influence of the ESEC on the laser operation. Several ways to
calculate the effective reflectance from various kinds of ESEC structures are
presented, including the Gaussian beam method, Fourier optics methods,
and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. An overview of the
ESEC laser devices is given. The wavelength tuning and optical power
characteristics of the planar-mirror (PM) ESEC laser are analyzed and
compared to the measurements. The wavelength tuning of a laser using a
micromachined tunable Fabry-Perot etalon in the ESEC configuration is
analyzed. A method of wavelength tuning profilometry in the ESEC laser
configuration is introduced, and the proof-of-principle experiments are
presented and analyzed. The direct semiconductor laser readout systems for
optical data storage are analyzed via modeling. Various types of playback
signals are constructed, and a wavelength tuning enhanced readout method
is introduced. The performance of a conventional Fabry-Perot laser and a
very small aperture laser (VSAL) in the direct semiconductor laser readout
system are modeled and compared using the novel FDTD laser-end model.
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Abstract
In this work, we have developed ways to model and use extremely short external
cavity (ESEC) semiconductor lasers. We have used modeling and experiments to
analyze the wavelength tuning and other related optical characteristics of various
ESEC laser devices. A brief overview is given on the physics related to
semiconductor lasers. A simple phenomenological laser model is presented for
the efficient calculation of the multi-mode output spectrum of a Fabry–Perot
semiconductor laser. The effective reflectance model is used to simulate the
influence of the ESEC on the laser operation. Several ways to calculate the
effective reflectance from various kinds of ESEC structures are presented,
including the Gaussian beam method, Fourier optics methods, and finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method. We give an overview of the ESEC
laser devices. The wavelength tuning and optical power characteristics of the
planar-mirror (PM) ESEC laser are analyzed and compared to the measurements.
The wavelength tuning of a laser using a micromachined tunable Fabry–Perot
etalon in the ESEC configuration is analyzed. A method of wavelength tuning
profilometry in the ESEC laser configuration is introduced, and the proof-ofprinciple experiments are presented and analyzed. The direct semiconductor
laser readout systems for optical data storage are analyzed via modeling. Various
types of playback signals are constructed, and a wavelength tuning enhanced
readout method is introduced. The performance of a conventional Fabry–Perot
laser and a very small aperture laser (VSAL) in the direct semiconductor laser
readout system are modeled and compared using the novel FDTD laser-end
model.
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of symbols
A(r)
Amplitude of the vector potential
A, B
Einstein’s coefficients
a, b, c, A Coefficients for the ellipse and corresponding vector A = [a b c]T
A, C
Coefficients for nonradiative recombination model
A, D
Constant parameters for the simple effective reflectivity models
Ai
Sub-areas of the path of the data mark
ax,y, bx,y Parameters in the definition of Gaussian coupling coefficient
B, D
Coefficient for the spontaneous emission model
C
Coupling coefficient
c
Speed of light in vacuum
CBG
Coupling coefficient from the background area of the optical disk
CG
Gaussian coupling coefficient
CI
Coupling coefficient of the incident field
Cmark
Coupling coefficient from the mark area of the optical disk
Cr
Coupling coefficient of the reflected field
D, B
Aid matrices for determining reff from FDTD calculations
E
Electric field distribution
E
Energy
Ê
Fourier transform of an electric field distribution
e
Napier’s number
e
Unit polarization vector
E*
Complex conjugate of an electric field distribution
E’
Propagated electric field distribution
E21
Energy of a resonant photon
Ec
Energy of the electrons in the conduction band
Eext
Field distribution of the externally reflected field
Ef
Fermi energy, Fermi level
Eg
Energy gap between conduction and valence bands
Eg
Transversal field distribution of the waveguide mode
ER
Field distribution of the reflected field
Ev
Energy of the holes in the valence band
Ex, Ey, Ez Electric field components
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F
F
F
f(zEC)
f1, f2
f x, f y
g
g0
gm
gmax
gpeak
h

Envelope function of electronic state
Filtering function
Fourier transform operator
Functional dependence of the coupling amplitude
Occupation probabilities
Spatial frequency in x and y directions
Material gain
Fitting parameter in gain model
Material gain of longitudinal mode m
Maximal material gain
The peak gain in gain model
Planck’s constant
h
Reduced Planck’s constant (h = h/2π)
H’
Perturbation part of the Hamiltonian operator
H’21
Perturbation matrix element
Hx, Hy,Hz Magnetic field components
I
Injection current
Ith
Threshold current
k
Momentum
K
Normalizing factor for the field distribution of the waveguide mode
KB
Boltzmann’s constant
l
FP etalon length
L
Length of the internal laser cavity
M
Modulation
m
Order of a longitudinal mode
M
Order of external cavity mode
M
Summation index
2
|M|
Momentum matrix element
2
|MT|
Transition matrix element
m*
Effective mass
m0
Free electron mass
mc
Effective mass in the conduction band
mr*
Reduced mass
mv
Effective mass in the valence band
N
Number density of carriers
n
Refractive index
ng
Group index
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Number density of photons
Nph
Nph, m
Number density of photons in mode m
Nth
Threshold carrier density
Ntr, Ns Fitting parameters in gain model
p
Momentum operator
P
Number density of holes
p
Order of the principal lasing mode
Pa
Absorbed optical power
Pb,m, Pf, m Optical power from the back and front facets for mode m
PI
Optical power incident on the internal laser facet
Pm
Optical power on longitudinal mode m
PR
Reflected optical power
Ps
Scattered optical power
Pt
Transmitted optical power
Ptot
Total optical output power
q
Unit charge
r
Position vector
r
Reflectivity or reflectance (of electric field amplitude)
R
Intensity reflectivity (intensity reflectance)
R’sp,m
Spontaneous emission rate into mode m
RABS
Absorption rate
rb/f
Ratio of optical powers from the back and front facets
rBG
Reflectivity of the background area of the optical disk
reff
Effective reflectance
Rer
Intensity reflectivity of external reflector
rer
Reflectivity of the external reflector
rext
External reflectance
Rf, Rb
Intensity reflectivities of the front and back facets
rf,m, rb,m Amplitude reflectivities of the front and back facets for mode m
RFP
Intensity reflectivity of the FP mirrors
rFP
Reflectivity of the mirrors of the FP etalon
Rint
Internal (laser facet) intensity reflectivity
rint
Internal (laser facet) reflectivity
Rloss
Photon loss rate
Rloss,m
Photon loss rate for mode m
rm
Ratio of peaks and valleys for mode m
rmark
Reflectivity of the mark area of the optical disk
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Rnr
Rph
Rpump
RR
Rr
Rrad
RSP
RST
Rst,m
Rx
T
T
t
tint
u
V
vg
Vm
X
x, y, z
X+
xn, yn
z0
z0
zEC
∆
∆gm
∆gm,max
∆z
∆αm
∆λ
∆λg

Γm
Ψc, Ψv
αI
αm
αΜ,m

Non-radiative recombination rate
Photon emission rate
Pump rate
Recombination rate
Transition rate
Radiative recombination rate
Spontaneous emission rate
Stimulated emission rate
Stimulated emission rate for mode m
Wavefront radius of a Gaussian beam on x direction
Length of the time-frame in modulation coding
Propagation transfer function
Time
Internal (laser facet) transmittivity
Bloch function of electronic state
Volume of the active laser cavity
Group velocity
Optical power of valley next to mode m
Matrix containing the squared values of xn and yn
Coordinate for lateral, transversal and longitudinal directions
Pseudo inverse (Moore–Penrose inverse) of matrix X
Real and imaginary parts of coupling coeff. sampled in the FDTD grid
Parameter related to Gaussian beams
Reference plane (x, y, z0) for the effective reflectivity
External cavity length
‘Delta term’, the difference between gain and loss for mode p
Gain difference to principal lasing mode for mode m
Gain difference to peak gain for mode m
Pixel pitch in FDTD simulations
Loss difference to principal lasing mode for mode m
Wavelength tuning range
Width of the gain band in wavelengths
Confinement factor of photons in mode m
Wave functions of electronic states in cond. and val. bands
Internal loss term
Loss term for mode m
Mirror loss term for mode m
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δ( , )
ε0
φb,m, φf,m
φeff
ηx
ηΙ
λ
λEC,M
λf
λm
λp
ν21
ρ
ρc, ρv
ρr
ω
ωx, ωy
ωx0, ωy0

Delta-function
Dielectric constant
Phase of the back and front facet reflectivity for mode m
Phase of the effective reflectance
Additional Gaussian phase
Internal quantum efficiency
Wavelength
Wavelength of external cavity mode M
Wavelength of the free-running laser
Wavelength of longitudinal mode m
Wavelength of the principal lasing mode, principal lasing wavelength
Photon frequency
Density of states
Density of states for conduction and valence bands
Reduced density of states
Angular frequency of photon
Beam width of Gaussian beam in x and y directions
Beam width of Gaussian beam on beam waist in x and y directions

List of abbreviations
ABC
AR
ASE
CAD
CD
DSLR
EC
EM
ER
ESEC
FDTD
FP, FPI
µFP
FWHM
HR
LASER

Absorbing boundary condition
Anti-reflection (coating)
Amplified spontaneous emission
Central aperture detection
Compact disk
Direct semiconductor laser readout
External cavity
Electromagnetic
External reflector
Extremely short external cavity
Finite-difference time-domain method
Fabry-Perot (etalon)
Micromachined Fabry–Perot etalon
Full width half maximum
High-reflection (coating)
Light amplification by stimulated emission radiation
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LD
LEC
LTCC
PC
PM
PML
QW
RSD
SEC
TE
TM
VCSEL
VSAL
WTER

Laser diode
Long external cavity
Low-temperature co-fired ceramics
Phase change
Planar mirror
Perfect matched layer
Quantum well
Rectified split detection
Short external cavity
Transverse electric field
Transverse magnetic field
Vertical cavity surface emitting laser
Very small aperture laser
Wavelength tuning enhanced readout
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1. Introduction
Almost as soon as the semiconductor lasers were invented in the 1960's, it was
noted that the laser operation was sensitive to the external reflections that couple
light back into the laser cavity. This was mostly considered to impair the laser
operation. Very quickly, however, scientists learned to use the optical feedback
in controlling the lasers [1, 2]. This was the beginning of the genre of external
cavity (EC) semiconductor lasers.
After that EC lasers have been recognized as a distinct type of semiconductor
lasers. Thousands of scientific papers have been written on them over the years,
a large number of patents have been applied, and the EC lasers have been used
in various commercial products. The applications range from chaotic laser
sources to highly stabilized wavelength tunable lasers and from delicate
scientific instruments to various kinds of sensors and devices, robust enough to
be used in mass-manufactured industrial products.
As the understanding of semiconductor laser physics evolved, the methods for
modeling the operation of the EC laser were developed. The effective reflectance
model was adopted to include the influence of the EC on the laser models [3, 4].
Dynamical models were built to study and explain the delayed feedback effects
and the relaxation oscillations of the EC laser [5]. Various regimes of the EC laser
operation related to the external cavity length and the strength of the feedback
were found [6] and several applications were developed for the EC lasers.
In this work, we will concentrate on one of the operational regimes, the
extremely short external cavity (ESEC) semiconductor lasers. The ESEC laser
can be defined as an EC laser whose external cavity length is less than about 100
µm. The most characteristic feature of the ESEC lasers compared to the other
EC lasers is the importance of the diffraction and interference effects in the
ESEC in the prediction of the laser’s behavior. For conventional, longer EC
lasers, it is relatively easy to describe the influence of the EC on the laser
operation using some simplified approximations of strength and phase of the
optical feedback. However, in many of the applications of ESEC lasers, the
diffraction effects and the coupling efficiency back into the laser waveguide play
major roles. A large part of the work shown in this thesis concentrates on the use
of diffraction calculations to predict the effective reflectivity of the ESEC.
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In this thesis, we have used the combination of a phenomenological
semiconductor laser model and various effective reflectance models to predict
the operational optical characteristics of ESEC lasers. We have developed novel
ways to model various kinds of ESEC structures. Experimental work has been
done to verify the results. The purpose of all this work has been to analyze and
enhance the performance of the devices based on the ESEC lasers.

1.1 Organization of the thesis
The bulk of the thesis is divided into three parts: the ‘background’ part in
Section 2, the ‘ESEC laser modeling’ part in Section 3 and the ‘ESEC laser
devices’ part in Section 4. In Section 2, we will give some background
information on the operation and realization of semiconductor lasers. We will
also briefly review the use of the external cavity lasers. Especially, we describe
the basic theory and measurements of semiconductor gain spectrum, which is an
important part of the modeling of the operation of the ESEC semiconductor
lasers, but which will not be re-considered in the rest of the work.
Section 3 describes the models that we use for the modeling of the ESEC laser
operation. We present the phenomenological laser model customized for an efficient
calculation of the multi mode spectrum of a semiconductor laser. We describe the
effective reflectance model used to include the ESEC in the laser model and review
the various ways to calculate the effective reflectance. To our knowledge, some
methods presented here have been described for the first time in this context.
Section 4 presents the analysis of some devices based on the ESEC laser
technology. The basic idea and possibilities of ESEC laser sensors and other
devices is described. The planar-mirror ESEC laser is deeply analyzed. This
analysis gives a solid basis for the understanding of the operation of the other
devices based on ESEC lasers. Wavelength tuning of a semiconductor laser with
an external micromachined Fabry–Perot etalon is described and the tuning range
is analyzed. A method of wavelength tuning profilometry is described and the
experimental results have been analyzed via modeling. The direct semiconductor
laser readout for optical data storage is modeled. Several enhancements for the
system are proposed, including the wavelength tuning enhanced readout and
various types of playback signals. The operation of a conventional edge-emitting
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Fabry–Perot laser and a very small aperture laser in the direct semiconductor
laser readout systems is compared using a combined FDTD and laser model.
Section 5 is the summary of the work done in this thesis.

1.2 Author’s contribution
The contribution of the author includes the development and programming of the
phenomenological laser model and the various ways to calculate the effective
reflectance. Also, the analysis and the measurements of the various ESEC laser
devices were mainly done by the author. Mr. V. Heikkinen has done the
experiments and the prototype building for the tunable laser in Section 4.3
together with Mr. K. Keränen, Mr. J. Ollila, Mr. J. Hiltunen, Mr. T. Alajoki,
the author, and several other people in VTT. Mr. A.-J. Mattila, Mr. P. Weetman
and Prof. M. Wartak have helped the author in the modeling of the tunable laser
and in the understanding of the physics related to the semiconductor laser gain.
Mr. K. Kataja has done the FDTD simulations and FDTD code development for
Sections 3.3.5.1 and 4.5.2.2 together with the author, Mrs. S. Aikio, Mr. J.
Olkkonen and several people in the University of Arizona. Prof. D. Howe and
Dr. P. Karioja have coordinated the work and guided the author in the process.
In the course of the work, the author has contributed to the following
publications that are also mentioned in the reference listing:
1.

Aikio, J. K., Kataja, K. J., Alajoki, T., Karioja, P., Howe, D. G. Extremely
short external cavity lasers: The use of wavelength tuning effects in near
field sensing. Proceedings of SPIE – The International Society for
Optical Engineering, v. 4640. 2002. Pp. 235–245. (Ref [7]).

2.

Aikio, J. K., Kataja, K. J., Olkkonen, J., Howe, D. G. Two dimensional
FDTD modeling of direct semiconductor laser read/write systems.
Proceedings of SPIE – The International Society for Optical Engineering,
v. 4647. 2002. Pp. 43–51. (Ref. [8]).

3.

Aikio, J., Howe, D. Extremely short external cavity semiconductor laser:
Profilometry via wavelength tuning. Conference on Lasers and ElectroOptics Europe – Technical Digest. 2001. Pp. 484–485. (Ref. [9]).
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4.

Aikio, J., Howe, D. G. Direct semiconductor laser readout in optical data
storage. Proceedings of SPIE – The International Society for Optical
Engineering, v. 4090. 2000. Pp. 56–65. (Ref. [10]).

5.

Aikio, J., Karioja, P. Wavelength tuning of a laser diode by using a
micromechanical Fabry–Perot interferometer. IEEE Photonics Technology
Letters, v. 11. 1999. Pp. 1220–1222. (Ref. [11]).

6.

Aikio, J., Sidorin, Y., Blomberg, M., Karioja, P. Wavelength tunable
hybrid laser diode realized by using an electrostatically tuned silicon
micromachined Fabry–Perot interferometer. Proceedings of SPIE – The
International Society for Optical Engineering, v. 3625. 1999. Pp. 588–597.
(Ref. [12]).

7.

Aikio, J. K., Kataja, K. J., Howe, D. G. Extremely short external cavity
lasers: Direct semiconductor laser readout modeling by using finite
difference time domain calculations. Proceedings of SPIE – The
International Society for Optical Engineering, v. 4595. 2001. Pp. 163–173.
(Ref. [13]).

8.

Heikkinen, V., Aikio, J., Alajoki, T., Hiltunen, J., Mattila, A.-J., Ollila,
J., Karioja, P. Single-mode tuning of a 1540-nm diode laser using a
Fabry–Perot interferometer. IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, Accepted
for publication. 2004. (Ref. [14]).

9.

Kataja, K., Aikio, J., Howe, D. G. Numerical study of near-field writing on
a phase-change optical disk, Applied optics, v. 41. 2002. Pp. 4181–4187.
(Ref. [15]).

10. Wartak, M. S., Weetman, P., Alajoki, T., Aikio, J., Heikkinen, V. Extraction
of rate-equation parameters from optical modal gain measurements for
multiple-quantum-well semiconductor lasers. Microwave and Optical
Technology Letters, v. 35. 2002. Pp. 55–56. (Ref. [16]).
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2. External cavity lasers overview
Before picking up our main subject, extremely short external cavity (ESEC)
lasers, we will briefly go through the basics of the semiconductor lasers and the
EC lasers. We will describe the semiconductor laser operation itself in Section
2.1. The laser operation in general is described in Section 2.1.1. The physics
related to the gain properties of the semiconductor laser are briefly described in
2.1.2 and a typical semiconductor laser cavity structure is described in 2.1.3.
After that, in Section 2.2, we take a short look at EC lasers.

2.1 Semiconductor lasers
The word 'laser' was originally an abbreviation for light amplification by
stimulated emission radiation (LASER), which is a certain technique for
producing coherent light. The first LASER devices were built in the late 1950’s.
Later on, 'laser' has become a word in general language meaning devices in
which the LASER technique is used, or sometimes meaning the coherent beam
of light produced by this technique. The verb 'to lase' has been adopted to
describe the operation of LASER.
The purpose of this Section is to describe what makes the semiconductor lasers
lase. We will first give a short introduction to the laser operation in general, and
then look at the specifics of the operation of the semiconductor lasers. The theory
presented here can be found from several sources in literature. In Section 2.1,
(unless otherwise specified) references [17, 18] and [19] have been mainly used.

2.1.1 Laser operation
The LASER operation requires a material with at least two electronic energy
levels with an energy gap in the order of 1 eV, corresponding to the energies of
photons in the optical region. The lifetime of the upper level should be relatively
long to enable the population inversion. The population inversion means that the
electronic states are more populated in the upper energy level than in the lower
level. The population inversion can be achieved by optical excitation via a third,
higher energy level, or by direct pumping of electrons to the upper energy level,
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while simultaneously pumping electrons away from the lower level. The
population inversion enables the material to emit more photons via stimulated
emission induced by incoming photons (or spontaneously emitted photons), than
it is able to absorb. The light can thus be amplified inside the material.
The rates of absorption, Rabs, stimulated emission, Rst, and spontaneous emission,
Rsp, are usually described by using Einstein's coefficients, A and B. The emission
rates (both stimulated and spontaneous emission) increase, and the absorption
rate decreases with increasing population inversion. Both, absorption and
stimulated emission rates also increase with increasing photon density (of
resonant photons). With Einstein's coefficients, the emission and absorption
rates can be written as:

Rsp = Af 2 (1 − f1 ) ,

(1)

Rst = Bf 2 (1 − f 1 )N ph ,

(2)

Rabs = Bf1 (1 − f 2 )N ph ,

(3)

where f1 and f2 are the occupation probabilities of the lower (1) and upper (2)
energy levels, and Nph is the number density of photons. The importance of the
population inversion for the generation of the optical gain is explained by noting
that the absorption and stimulated emission rates are (anti-) symmetrical with
respect to the occupation probabilities. The total photon emission rate, Rph, is
given by:

R ph = Rsp + (Rst − Rabs ) = Af 2 (1 − f1 ) + B( f 2 − f1 )N ph ,

(4)

where the population inversion term (f2 − f1) is explicitly shown.
The actual photon emission rate for a given material (i.e. if A and B are fixed)
thus depends on two factors, 1) the electron population of the two energy levels
and 2) the photon density. The electron population in the upper energy level is
determined by the balance between the pumping rate, Rpump, that tends to
increase the population inversion and the electron recombination rate, RR, that
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tends to decrease the population inversion. The electron recombination rate
determines how fast the electrons are transferred from the upper energy level to
the lower level. The electron recombination rate is the sum of the radiative
transition rate, Rrad, that equals the photon emission rate, Rph = Rrad, and a nonradiative transition rate, Rnr. The balance is thus given as:

R pump = R R = Rrad + Rnr = R ph + Rnr .

(5)

Similarly, the photon density is determined by balancing the photon emission
rate, Rph, and the photon loss rate, Rloss:

R ph = Rloss .

(6)

The photon loss rate includes the photon absorptions, for example due to
impurities in the material, and the photon flow out of the system. These two
equations are known as the rate equations for the laser in the steady state. If the
rates are unbalanced, we can write the rate equations as differential equations for
the densities of excited electrons, N, and photons:

dN dt = R pump − Rrad − Rnr

(7)

dN ph dt = R ph − Rloss ,

(8)

and

where t is time.
We can define a laser as a device in which the spontaneously emitted (or
otherwise incident) photons get copied via stimulated emissions over and over
again. Due to this copying process, a macroscopic number of photons will
eventually occupy one (or few) photon states in the surrounding space and
thereby the coherent behavior of these photons can be observed in macroscopic
scale. The condition for lasing can be defined as a state where the stimulated
emission rate exceeds the spontaneous emission rate, bringing out the coherent
behavior of the multiple photons that occupy a single (or few) photon state.
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To fulfill the lasing condition, the population inversion must be strong and the
photon density must be high (cf. Equation (4)). The population inversion can be
increased by strong pumping. The photon density is kept high by not letting the
photons get out of the material. Lasers therefore usually consist of a resonant
cavity enclosed by mirrors, inside which the light amplifying material resides.
The photons must go through numerous round trips in the laser cavity before
they can escape from it.
The structure of the resonant cavity significantly affects the laser operation and
the characteristics of the output beam of light. Actually, most of this thesis
considers one example of laser cavity design, namely the ESEC lasers. The
pumping methods and the amplifying materials play the other major roles in the
laser designing. A review of the continuously expanding field of laser
technologies is far out of the scope of this introduction. Instead, we will consider
a narrow, though in the modern data-transfer oriented society, extremely
important, subsection of this field, the semiconductor lasers.

2.1.2 Gain spectrum of a semiconductor laser
The gain spectrum of a semiconductor laser is an important parameter for the
operation of ESEC lasers. The gain spectrum means the amplification of light
per unit propagation distance as the function of wavelength. To understand
where the distribution of the gain spectrum originates, we will briefly describe
the basics of the effective mass theory of the semiconductor laser gain.
2.1.2.1 Bulk lasers
The electronic band structure of a semiconductor material consists of a nearly
fully occupied valence band at lower electronic energies and an almost
unoccupied conduction band at somewhat higher electronic energies. For many
semiconductor materials, the gap between these two energy bands corresponds
to photon energies in visible and near-infrared regions. The electrons at the
conduction band can move rather freely, obeying, at low values of the
momentum k, the parabolic dispersion relation familiar for kinetic energy of free
particles:
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Ec = E g +

k 2h 2
,
2mc

(9)

where Ec is the energy of an electron at the conduction band, Eg is the energy
level at the bottom of the conduction band and h is the reduced Planck’s
constant. In this equation, the free-electron mass, m0, has been replaced by the
effective mass of the conduction band electrons, mc. This change is needed due
to the interaction between the electron and the crystal lattice. A similar
dispersion relation applies to the holes, i.e., the unoccupied electronic states, in
the valence band,

k 2h 2
Ev = −
,
2m h

(10)

where Ev is the energy of the hole in the valence band. The effective mass for
holes, mh, has now been used. The negative sign refers to the missing electron at
the electronic state. Only the relative energies of the electronic states are
important in the following analysis. Therefore, the zero energy level has been
customarily chosen to be at the top of the valence band. These two bands are the
basis of the lasing in semiconductors.
Now, the problem is that instead of two separate energy levels, we have two
bands of energies. Therefore we have to use the concept of the density of states
to describe the electron populations in the energy bands. For the parabolic bands
in the bulk material, the density of states is given as
3

1 ⎛ 2m * ⎞ 2
ρ (E ) = 2 ⎜ 2 ⎟ E 1 / 2 ,
2π ⎝ h ⎠

(11)

where m* is either mc or mh, and E equals either Ec −Eg or Ev for conduction and
valence bands, correspondingly. Let us define a transition rate Rr = (Rst –Rabs) /(f2
− f1). For harmonic disturbances, like photons, with energy E21, Fermi's golden
rule states that
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Rr (E 21 ) =

2π
2
H ' 21 ρ r (E 21 ) ,
h

(12)

where ρr(E21) is the reduced density of states,

1
1
1
,
=
+
ρ r (E 21 (k )) ρ v (E v (k )) ρ c (E c (k ) − E g )

(13)

where E21(k) = Ec(k)–Ev(k). (The index 21 refers to the transition from the energy
level 2, i.e. the conduction band, to energy level 1, i.e. the valence band.) The
terms ρv and ρc are the densities of state for the valence band and the conduction
band, correspondingly. For a material with parabolic energy bands, the reduced
density of states can be expressed with Equation (11) by replacing E with E21–Eg
and m* with the reduced mass mr*, where mr*−1 = mc−1 + mv−1. The interaction
between the electronic states in the valence band, Ψv, and in the conduction
band, Ψc, is determined by the perturbation matrix element H'21 = <Ψc|H'|Ψv>,
where H'(r) = q/(2m0) A(r) e · p describes the time-dependent electromagnetic
perturbation in the Hamiltonian operator. Here q is the electron charge, A(r) is
the amplitude of the vector potential of the electric perturbation (photon), e is a
unit polarization vector of the field, and p is the momentum operator. To
calculate the integral <Ψc|H'|Ψv>, the electronic wave functions, Ψ, can be
separated to envelope functions, F, and Bloch functions, u, Ψ = Fu, where the
envelope function satisfies the macroscopic potential of the system and the
Bloch function satisfies the atomic level periodic potential of the crystal lattice.
The envelope function for a bulk material is a plane wave of a particle with the
effective mass m*. The integration of the perturbation matrix element gives
2

H ' 21 = N ph

q 2h
2
MT ,
2
2nn g ε 0 m0 ω

(14)

where n is the refractive index, ng is the group index, ε0 is the dielectric constant,
and ω is the angular frequency of the time-harmonic electric field of the photon.
The term |MT|2,
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MT

2

= 1 / 3 M δ (k , k ') ,
2

(15)

is called the transition matrix element. The momentum matrix element, |M|2, is a
constant for a given material. The delta function defines the k-selection rule,
which states that the transitions are only possible from one k-state in the
conduction band (k) to the same k-state in the valence band (k’). (Actually, the
k-selection rule was already used in Equation (13) for the reduced density of
states.)
The optical gain, g, for the semiconductor material is given as

g=

(Rst − Rabs )
N ph v g

= Rr

( f 2 − f1 ) ,

(16)

N ph v g

where vg is the group velocity of light in the material. Inserting the Equations
(12) and (14) to Equation (16) results in

g (E 21 ) = g max (E 21 )( f 2 − f 1 ) ,

(17)

where

g max (E 21 ) =

πq 2 h 1
2
M T (E 21 ) ρ r (E 21 ) ,
2
πε 0 cm0 hν 21

(18)

where c is the speed of light, h is the Planck’s constant, and ν21 is the frequency
of light corresponding to the energy E21.
Now, the only terms left to be determined are the occupation probabilities f1 and
f2. These terms obey the Fermi–Dirac statistics:

[(

f (E , E f ) = e

E −E f

) K BT
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]

−1

+1 ,

(19)

where Ef is the Fermi level, KB is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the
temperature. To relate the Fermi level to the electron and hole densities, N and
P, i.e. to get the relations Ef(N) and Ef(P), we must solve the integral equations
∞

N = ∫ ρ c ( E ) f ( E , E f )dE ,

(20)

0

∞

[

]

P = ∫ ρ ( E ) 1 − f ( E , E f ) dE .

(21)

0

For bulk materials, these equations lead to so called inverse Fermi–Dirac
integrals that are solved either numerically or by using approximated solutions
(see e.g. [17], pp. 415–420).
Figure 1 shows how two parameters affect the gain. The first parameter, shown
on the left panel of Figure 1, is the carrier density, i.e. the density of conduction
band electrons and valence band holes in the semiconductor material. The
increase in the carrier density increases the gain and shifts the gain peak towards
the shorter wavelengths. For very high current densities, the gain curve
approaches the maximal gain, gmax, drawn in Figure 1 with a dashed line.
Another important factor is the temperature. As shown on the right panel of
Figure 1, the increasing temperature weakens the gain and shifts the gain peak
towards the longer wavelengths. Both of these effects reflect the changes in the
Fermi–Dirac distribution in the two energy bands: The increasing carrier density
makes the Fermi levels go up, therefore allowing the transitions of higher photon
energies, i.e. shorter wavelengths. The increasing temperature widens the
transition zone from occupied to unoccupied electronic states and therefore
smoothens the gain curve.
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Figure 1. Material gain spectrum as the function of the carrier density N (left)
and temperature T (right) for a bulk material (GaAs).
The relation between the Fermi–Dirac distributions and the gain spectrum
(taking into account these two factors, N and T) explains much of the
semiconductor laser behavior, especially when the lasing wavelength is
considered. The rest is explained by the laser cavity design, which will be
considered in Section 2.1.3. Even though the analysis shown above was made
for bulk materials, most of it applies to quantum well (QW) lasers as well. We
will next briefly consider the special properties of the quantum well lasers.
2.1.2.2 Quantum well lasers
Most of the current commercial semiconductor lasers are using quantum well
(QW) structures instead of bulk gain layers. The analysis shown for the bulk
semiconductors applies to the QW lasers as well, if some changes are made in
the functional form of the terms.
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The QW confines the electrons' movement in one dimension. The result is that
the envelope part of the wave function, describing the electronic state, will
change from a plane wave to a standing wave in the bounded direction. The
standing wave has only a discrete set of possible k-states (in the bounded
direction). This will cause the energy bands to split into several sub-bands. This
splitting is seen as steps in the density of states function, ρ. The change in the
density of states will directly affect the shape of the maximal gain, gmax, versus
the wavelength, where the steps will appear too, as demonstrated in Figure 2.
The change in the envelope functions will also affect the transition rate via the
perturbation matrix element, where it affects the relation between the transition
matrix and the momentum matrix elements, |MT|2 and |M|2.

Figure 2. Material gain as the function of the carrier density N for a quantum
well structure.
Without going into the details, the result of all of this is that the maximum gain,
gmax, of the QW structure will have a different functionality of wavelength
compared to the bulk material. This will directly affect the actual gain. In
addition to this, the relation between the Fermi level and the carrier density will
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change because of the change in the density of states in Equations (20) and (21).
The stepped curve of the maximal gain produces more peaked gain curves than
the bulk material and thereby gives better lasing characteristics for the QW
semiconductor lasers.
This analysis has given only the basic lines of the physics behind the
semiconductor laser gain. Very detailed work has been done in calculating the
gain for both bulk and QW lasers, see for example [19, 20, 16].
2.1.2.3 Measuring the gain spectrum
The gain spectrum of an edge emitting Fabry–Perot semiconductor laser can be
measured by using a method introduced by Hakki and Paoli [21], which is based
on the linear amplifier theory. In this method, the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) spectrum of the laser, i.e. the emission spectrum of the laser operating
below or close to the lasing threshold, is measured. The modulation depths, rm, of
the longitudinal Fabry–Perot modes are determined from the spectrum by
dividing the average peak power of each pair of two adjacent modes,
(Pm+Pm+1)/2, with the power value of the valley between these modes, Vm:
rm =

Pm + Pm +1 .
2V m

(22)

This is visualized in Figure 3, where an ASE spectrum of a 1550-nm
InGaAsP/InP 4-QW laser (Laser 1 in Table 1) is shown. The material gain at the
longitudinal mode m is given as
⎛ 1 ⎛ r1/ 2 − 1 ⎞ 1
⎟ − ln( Rb R f
g mi = ⎜ ln ⎜⎜ m1 / 2
⎟
⎜L
⎝ rm + 1 ⎠ L
⎝

⎞
)⎟ + α I ,
⎟
⎠

(23)

where L is the length of the Fabry–Perot laser cavity, αI represents the internal
losses in the laser cavity, and Rb and Rf are the intensity reflectances of the back
and the front facets of the laser.
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Figure 3. Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) spectrum for an InGaAsP/InP
4-QW laser. The inset shows the definitions of the peak and the valley powers.
Table 1. Specifications of the lasers used in the work.
Code

Laser 1

Laser 2

Laser 3

Manufacturer

Ioffe

Mitsubishi

model

Type

Custom

CD laser

Material

InGaAsP/InP, 4-QW

GaAs

GaAs

Wavelength

1550 nm

790 nm

850 nm

Threshold current

25 mA

25 mA

25 mA

Operating current (typical)

50 … 100 mA

50 … 100 mA

70 … 100 mA

Power

30 mW

-

-

Cavity length

500 µm (or 700 µm)

500 µm

400 µm

Emitting aperture

5 µm × 1 µm

3 µm × 1 µm

3 µm × 1 µm

Front facet reflectivity

AR, R = 5 % (or 15 %)

AR, R = 5 %

R = 50 %

Back facet reflectivity

AR, R = 90 % (or 70 %)

AR, R = 90 %

R = 50 %
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Figure 4 shows an example of the modal gains for an InGaAsP/InP 4-QW laser
measured for various injection current levels just below the threshold by using
the Hakki–Paoli method. The gain for the injection current of 23 mA
corresponds to the ASE spectrum shown in Figure 3. These measured curves
will be used in some of the analysis in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

Figure 4. Modal gain for an InGaAsP/InP 4-QW laser measured with several
injection current levels using the Hakki–Paoli method.

2.1.3 Semiconductor laser cavity
Most of the work presented in this thesis will consider the design, modeling and
use of the resonant cavity of the semiconductor laser to control the laser operation.
The main purpose of the laser cavity is to force the light to propagate a long
distance in the gain medium before getting out of the laser. That dramatically
increases the number of stimulated emissions per one spontaneous emission and
thus enables the laser operation. The secondary purpose of the resonant cavity is to
shape the spectrum of the light emitted by the laser by modifying the modal gain
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spectrum and the resonance conditions of the laser. The resonant cavity can also
be used to shape the wavefront of the output beam of light.
The review of all the cavity structures used with the semiconductor lasers is far
out of the scope of this work. Some of the most important types of
semiconductor laser cavities are shown in Figure 5. In this thesis, we concentrate
on the edge emitting Fabry–Perot lasers working in the external cavity
configuration.

Figure 5. Various types of semiconductor laser cavities. VCSEL stands for
vertical cavity surface emitting laser.
The cavity of the Fabry–Perot semiconductor laser consists of the gain material
and the mirrors at the two ends of the gain material. The gain material is formed
in an epitaxially grown multilayer structure providing the confinement for both
the charge carriers (electrons and holes) and the photons. This structure is called
a double heterostructure. The heterostructure provides the confinement in the
vertical direction (see Figure 6). The optical and electrical confinement in the
lateral direction can be provided by etching a stripe to the multilayer structure on
the surface of the substrate. This stripe forms a waveguide for the light
oscillating in the laser cavity. For a semiconductor laser with a single transversal
mode, the effective size of the waveguide is usually about 1 µm in the vertical
direction and 3…5 µm in the lateral direction. The semiconductor materials used
in the heterostructue are often combinations of materials such as GaAs, AlGaAs,
InGaAs, or InP, tailored for the needed electronic band energies. Figure 6 shows
a schematic picture of the stripe geometry called buried double heterostructure
[22], which is a commonly used laser waveguide geometry.
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y
x
z

.
Figure 6. Laser waveguide constructed as a buried heterostructure. x – lateral
direction, y – vertical direction, z – longitudinal direction.
The laser cavity of the Fabry–Perot laser is formed as a small section of the
double heterostructure stripe waveguide. The section is usually cleaved from the
substrate in a suitable crystal direction. This way the end of the waveguide
becomes very flat and the end facets of the waveguide can be used as the
reflectors for the laser cavity. To increase the reflectivity and thereby decrease
the threshold current, at least one of the facets is often coated with a high
reflectance coating. In addition, a low reflectance coating can be used in the
other facet to increase the output from that end of the laser waveguide.
The length of the laser waveguide and the effective refractive index of the
material (or the propagation vector of the optical fields) will define the
longitudinal resonant optical modes that are oscillating in the laser cavity. The
cross sectional area and the shape of the waveguide will define the transversal
mode structure. In this thesis, we assume that the laser waveguide is narrow
enough to carry only a single transversal mode. The reflectivity spectrum of the
cavity mirrors, together with the material gain will define the modal gain for
each of the longitudinal modes. The modal gains will then define the laser’s
wavelength spectrum. All of this is explained in detail with the description of the
phenomenological laser model in Section 3.1.
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2.2 External cavity lasers
External cavity semiconductor lasers can be defined as semiconductor lasers
whose oscillating cavity is extended beyond the end-facets of the laser
waveguide providing the gain. In this section, we will briefly review the history
and the most important applications of the EC semiconductor lasers. We will
also show the basic types of EC lasers and discuss the classification of the EC
lasers based on the external cavity length and the strength of the optical
feedback.

2.2.1 History and applications briefly
The external cavity lasers were invented shortly after the invention of the
semiconductor lasers. The first published studies on the EC lasers were made in
the early 1970’s by several Russian scientists [2, 23, 24, 1]. Theory of the
operation of EC lasers was developed in the late 1970’s and the early 1980’s [3,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Dynamical studies and theory have been presented by several
authors in the early 1980’s [30, 5, 6, 31].
After the early studies, external cavity lasers have been used in various
applications. These applications include frequency and power stabilization of
semiconductor lasers (see e.g. [32, 33] and references therein), producing
chaotic laser operation (see e.g. [34]), wavelength tuning and other types of
spectral control of semiconductor lasers (see e.g. [35, 36]), mode locking of the
lasers to produce pulsed oscillations in the laser power (see e.g. [37]), and
various sensor applications (see e.g. [38, 39, 40, 41]). Perhaps the most
important application of the EC lasers is the grating-tuned external cavity laser
depicted in Figure 7. In this configuration, the wavelength selectivity of the
external grating is used for tuning the wavelength of the semiconductor laser.
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Figure 7. Schematic figure of a grating-tuned EC laser.

2.2.2 Basic EC structures and classification
The EC configuration can be realized in many different ways as shown in Figure
8. The simplest realization of the EC structure is the direct coupling
configuration where an external mirror is brought to the close proximity of one
of the end-facets of the laser waveguide. Some part of the light emitted by the
laser is coupled back to the laser waveguide affecting the laser operation. The
direct coupling can be used for the short external cavity lengths. The coupling
strength can be increased by using a concave mirror or a diffractive element as
the reflector, or using an additional optical coupling element. Figure 8B shows a
lens coupling configuration that is commonly used for the ‘mid-range’ external
cavity lengths (up to meters). In the longer external cavity lengths, an optical
fiber may be used as the media in the external cavity to increase the strength of
the optical feedback (‘fiber coupling’). The external cavity lasers can also be
realized using the monolithic integration of active and passive parts of the laser
waveguide. Usually the term combined-cavity lasers is used for these kinds of
monolithic solutions.
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Figure 8. Various types of EC laser configurations.
The operation of the EC lasers depends highly on two factors: the external cavity
length (delay of the feedback) and the feedback strength as shown originally by
Tkach and Chraplyvy [6] (see also e.g. [33]). Not going into the details of the
various dynamical operating regimes, we can make a rough classification of EC
lasers. The EC lasers that are often used can be divided into four principle types
as shown in the diagram in Figure 9. We call these groups 1) the delayed
feedback lasers, 2) the long external cavity lasers, 3) the short external cavity
lasers and 4) the extremely short external cavity lasers. The last two types can be
thought to be sub-groups of the short external cavity lasers, but we have
customarily chosen to use this division to discuss the special properties related to
the extremely short external cavity lasers. Also, this division should not be
considered an exhaustive classification, but rather a practical ‘rule-of-thumb’
division.
•

The delayed feedback lasers (or ‘weak delayed feedback lasers’) are
usually used for the study of the non-linear dynamics of the lasers operating
in the unstable ‘coherence collapse’ region. The main idea of these lasers is
to use a delayed optical feedback to break-up the standing-wave pattern
inside the laser. The delay time must be on the order of or longer than the
natural temporal coherence time of the laser radiation – i.e. close to the
lifetime of the photon in the laser cavity. The coherence collapse region can
be reached by using the external cavity lengths from centimeters to meters or
even longer. The feedback strengths should be lower than about 10 % of the
light emitted by the laser, depending on the used delay time. (For very low
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optical feedback levels, the influence of the feedback on the laser operation
weakens, and the laser may again become stable under certain conditions.
For simplicity, we leave the consideration of these operational regions out of
this discussion.)
•

The long external cavity (LEC) lasers (or ‘strong delayed feedback lasers’)
are operating with the same external cavity length region as the delayed
feedback lasers, but using higher optical feedback levels. The stronger
feedback provides stable laser operation and reduces the linewidth of the
laser. For example, grating tuned external cavity lasers (Figure 7) are
operating in this region.

•

The short external cavity (SEC) lasers are operating in the external cavity
lengths shorter than centimeters. In that region, the delay effects on the
feedback are negligible, and the laser operation is stable. The feedback
strength may be chosen freely without a major effect on the dynamical
operation of the laser.

•

The extremely short external cavity (ESEC) lasers have external cavity
lengths of less than ~100 micrometers. The laser operation is stable in all the
feedback levels. The EC length is optically much shorter than the internal
laser cavity length. The extremely short EC length makes it possible to use
direct coupling configuration to provide high feedback levels.

In the dynamical sense, there is no difference between the ESEC lasers and the
SEC lasers. The ESEC lasers are stable in all levels of optical feedback.
However, there are two main differences between the ESEC lasers and the SEC
lasers. The first difference is that for the ESEC lasers, the wavelength separation
of the longitudinal modes of the external cavity is clearly larger than the
wavelength separation of the longitudinal modes in the ‘internal’ laser cavity.
The external cavity of the ESEC laser is thus optically much shorter than the
internal laser cavity. That leads to the possibility of a novel use of the
interference effects on the laser facet adjacent to the ESEC to control the laser
operation. Several examples of this will be shown later on in this thesis.
The second difference between the SEC and the ESEC lasers is that for the
ESEC lasers, the feedback levels can be made high by using the simple ‘direct
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coupling’ configuration – no additional optical components like coupling lenses
are necessary. This leads to the more pronounced importance of understanding
the diffraction effects and the diffracted-beam control in the design of the ESEC
lasers than in the design of the SEC lasers. These two differences are rather
shallow, but they make a difference in the practical realizations and use of the
ESEC lasers. Next we will start to analyze the operation of the ESEC lasers
more deeply, first considering ESEC lasers from the modeling perspective.

Figure 9. Practical classification of EC lasers.
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3. Model for the ESEC laser
In the previous section, we gave a general review of the optical physics related
to semiconductor lasers and external cavity (EC) lasers. In this section, we will
describe how we have modeled the operation of the ESEC lasers. We will first
describe our phenomenological laser model that we have used in order to model
the internal operation of the semiconductor laser. The model of the ESEC is
connected to the laser model via the effective reflectance of the ESEC. In
Section 3.2, we will give a definition for the effective reflectance and in Section
3.3 we will show some ways to calculate the effective reflectance.

3.1 Phenomenological laser model
We have constructed a simple but sufficiently accurate model of the ESEC
semiconductor laser system. The model is a simplified version of the laser model
presented by Aikio and Howe in the reference [10] and used in [7, 8, 13, 15]. A
related work on predicting the EC laser’s spectrum has been presented in the
references [3, 27, 28]. Most of the basic theory needed for the model has been
taken from [17]. Multimode steady state rate equations are used in the model.
Because of the complexity of the gain spectrum and the dynamics of the real
semiconductor laser, the results produced by this model should be considered
semi-quantitative. We will now describe the model that we use in the calculation
of the multi-mode lasing characteristics of the semiconductor laser.

3.1.1 Longitudinal modes of the laser
Since we are modeling a multi-mode (multiple longitudinal modes) operation of
the laser, let us first give the resonance condition that determines the
longitudinal modes in the laser. The resonance condition states that the relative
phase of the light after the round-trip in the laser cavity must be equal to a
multiple of 2π:
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2π

2 Ln

λm

+ φ b ,m + φ f ,m = m2π ,

(24)

where L is the length of the laser cavity, n is the effective refractive index in the
cavity, φb,m and φf,m are the phases of the modal reflectance at the back facet and
at the front facet of the laser, correspondingly, (the back and the front facet
reflectances are complex numbers: rb =|rb|exp(iφb) and rf =|rf|exp(iφf) ) and m is
the order of the longitudinal mode. The wavelength, λm, corresponding to the mth
longitudinal mode can be solved from this equation. Let us write the solution
here for clarity:

λm =

2 Ln
.
m − (φ b ,m + φ f ,m ) / 2π

(25)

3.1.2 Rate equations
3.1.2.1 Carrier rate equation
The carrier rate equation for a semiconductor laser can be written as (see [17],
pp. 30–31):

I=

Vq

ηI

[R

nr

+ Rsp + Rst

]

(26)

where I is the injection current to the laser, V is the volume of the active part of
the laser cavity, q is a unit charge, and ηI is the internal quantum efficiency of
the laser. The recombination rates Rnr, Rsp and Rst are, correspondingly, the rates
for the non-radiative, the spontaneous radiative, and the stimulated radiative
recombinations per unit time and unit volume. The non-radiative rate can be
approximated as a function of the carrier density, N, as:
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Rnr = AN + CN 3 ,

(27)

where A and C are constant coefficients. Similarly, the spontaneous emission
rate can be approximated as

Rsp = BN 2 ,

(28)

where B is a constant. The stimulated emission rate is the sum of the emissions
to the longitudinal modes in the laser:

Rst = ∑ Rst ,m ,

(29)

m

where Rst,m is the stimulated emission rate for the mth mode. The modal
stimulated emission rate can be written as:

Rst ,m = v g ,m g m Γm N ph ,m ,

(30)

where vg,m is the group velocity of the light for mode m, gm is the gain of the
active medium, Γm is the confinement factor of the optical field in the gain
medium, and Np,m is the number density of photons for mode m.
We have modeled the gain of the active medium using a logarithmic relation
between the carrier density and the strength of the gain. The wavelength
dependency was modeled using a measured or approximated gain spectrum g(λ)
(see Section 2.1.2.3). In the logarithmic model, the peak value of the gain
spectrum, gpeak, follows the equation (cf. [17] p. 44, Equation (2.40)):

⎛ N + Ns
g peak ( N ) = g 0 ln⎜⎜
⎝ N tr + N s

⎞
⎟⎟ ,
⎠

(31)

where g0, Ns and Ntr are fitting parameters. The gain of the medium for mode m
is given as
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g m ( N ) = g peak ( N ) − ∆g m,max ,

(32)

where ∆gm,max = maxλ[g(λ)] − g(λm), is the difference in the gain between the
peak gain and the gain for the mode m at the wavelength λm. Note that here the
g(λ) refers to the measured gain spectrum and the gpeak to the model of Equation
(31).
3.1.2.2 Photon rate equation
The photon rate equation can be written for each of the modes as (cf. [17], p.
35):

Rst ,m + R' sp ,m = Rloss ,m ,

(33)

where Rloss,m is the photon loss rate and R’sp,m is the spontaneous photon emission
rate to the mode m. For the modal spontaneous emission rate, we have used a
simple approximation

R ' sp ,m =

B
1
Rsp = N 2 .
D
D

(34)

Here D>>1 is a constant; i.e. the modal spontaneous emission rate is a small
proportion of the total spontaneous emission rate. The photon loss rate can be
written as

Rloss ,m = v g ,mα m N ph,m ,

(35)

where Nph,m is the number density of photons in the mode m, αm is the decay
term (or ‘loss term’) including the internal losses, αI, and the mirror losses αM,m:

α m = α M ,m + α I .

(36)

The mirror loss term is related to the reflectivities of the mirrors of the laser
cavity as:
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1
L

(

)

α M ,m = − ln rb ,m r f ,m ,

(37)

where rb,m is the amplitude reflectance of the back facet of the laser and rf,m is the
amplitude reflectance of the front facet of the laser for the mode m. The length
of the laser cavity is denoted as L.

3.1.3 Threshold condition
The threshold condition is often defined as the state where the gain and the
losses are equal for the light oscillating in the laser cavity. This definition is
misleading, since the gain term will never reach the loss term in the steady state
laser operation. To keep the balance between the gain and the loss, the gap
between the gain and the loss terms is filled with the source term, i.e. the
spontaneous emissions. If we include the spontaneous emissions in the ‘gain’ in
the definition of the threshold condition (i.e. ‘the gain plus the spontaneous
emissions are equal to the losses in the laser’), we end up in the photon
conservation equation (or photon rate equation), which is always valid – above
or below the ‘threshold’. The conventional threshold condition does not describe
the laser operation, but gives a good approximation of the values of certain
operational parameters when the laser is lasing.
We use the conventional threshold condition to approximate the carrier density
and the ‘threshold current’ for the laser. For the multimode operation, the
threshold condition can be formulated so that the gain and the loss are equal for
one of the modes. The threshold condition is thus:

min m [α m − Γm g m ( N th )] = 0 ,

(38)

where Nth is the threshold carrier density, defined by this equation. The mode, m
= p, fulfilling the threshold condition is the principal lasing mode, and the
corresponding wavelength, λp, is the principal lasing wavelength. The threshold
condition can be illustrated using the so-called gain-loss diagram shown in
Figure 10. Using the diagram, the principal lasing wavelength can be found at
the wavelength where the gain and the loss curves touch each other.
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Figure 10. Illustration of the threshold condition with the gain/loss diagram.
Using the relationship between the gain and the carrier density defined in
Equations (31) and (32), we can get an explicit form for the threshold carrier
density:

N th = e

(α p − ∆g p , max ) / g 0

(N tr + N s ) − N s .

(39)

The threshold current is the part of the current consumed by the non-radiative
and spontaneous recombinations at the threshold carrier density. Leaving the
stimulated emission rate away from the carrier rate equation (Equation (26)), we
get an expression for the threshold current:

I th =
=

Vq

ηI

Vq

ηI

[R

[AN

th

nr

( N th ) + Rsp ( N th )

]

]

+ BN th2 + CN th3 ,

where, in the last equality, we used Equations (27) and (28).
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(40)

3.1.4 Output power and injection current
Now, we can use Equations (35) and (30) to solve the photon density from the
photon rate equation (Equation (33)):

N ph ,m =

R' sp ,m

v g (α m − Γm g m )

.

(41)

Applying the threshold condition to this equation, we can see that the
denominator goes to zero and the photon density goes to infinity for the principal
mode, which is not a physical solution. (To get a physical solution, the gain
term, Γmgm, must always be smaller than the loss term, αm.) The photon density
can, however, be approximated by applying the threshold condition only to the
modal spontaneous emission rate on the numerator. Using Equation (34), that
will give us:

N ph ,m

( B / D) N th2
.
=
v g (α m − Γm g m )

(42)

The stimulated emission rate can now be calculated from Equation (30):

Rst ,m
=

g m ( N th )Γm ( B / D) N th2
=
α m − Γm g m

(43)

g m ( N th )Γm ( B / D) N th2
,
∆α m + ∆g m + ∆

where the gain on the numerator has been approximated to be the threshold gain.
In the denominator of the last form of this equation, we have applied a
customary notation [10]:
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∆α m = α p − α m ,

(44)

∆g m = Γ p g p − Γm g m ,

(45)

∆ = α p − Γp g p ,

(46)

and

where p is the denotation for the principal lasing mode. The gain and the loss
terms are thus given relative to the corresponding quantities of the principal
mode as illustrated in Figure 11. Term ∆ is the gap between the gain and the loss
terms for the principal mode.

Figure 11. Explanation of the notation used in the model.
In our model, the ‘delta term’, ∆, is the only variable, not fixed by the threshold
value of the laser operation. The stimulated emission rate is therefore a function
of the ‘delta term’ only:

Rst = Rst (∆) = ∑ Rst ,m (∆) .
m
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(47)

Applying this to the rate equation for the carrier density (Equation (26)), and
using Equation (40) for the threshold current, we can now calculate the injection
current consumed by the laser as the function of ∆:

I (∆) = I th +
= I th +

Vq

ηI

Vq

ηI

∑R

st , m

(∆)

(48)

m

( B / D) N th ∑
m

g m ( N th )Γm
.
∆α m + ∆g m + ∆

The injection current, I, is usually one of the predefined parameters in the
modeling of the laser operation. Using Equation (48), the ‘delta term’, ∆, can be
easily numerically solved for the given value of current, I, to get ∆ = ∆(I). The
calculation of the stimulated emission rates for each of the modes is then done
by inserting the calculated value of ∆ to Equation (43). The modal output power
of the laser can be calculated from the stimulated emission rate by transforming
the number of photons to the energy of photons (multiplication with photon
energy hc/λm), integrating over the volume of the laser cavity, V, and multiplying
by the relative mirror loss rate αM,m/αm:

Pm (∆) =

hc

V

α M ,m
Rst ,m
αm

(49)

λm
hc α M ,m ( B / D ) N th2 Γm g m ( N th )
.
=
V
λm α m
∆α m + ∆g m + ∆
The total optical power emitted by the laser is the sum of the modal powers
(assuming negligible spontaneous emission):

Ptot = ∑ Pm .
m
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(50)

3.1.5 Power from the back or the front facet of the laser
The power of the laser is often monitored from one end of the laser only. The
relative power from the back facet of the laser can be calculated using the
reflectivities of the two ends of the laser waveguide. The ratio of the modal
power, Pb,m, emitted from the back facet of the laser and the modal power, Pf,m,
emitted from the front facet of the laser is given as (cf. [17], p. 78, Equation
(3.29))

rb / f ,m =

Pb ,m
Pf ,m

=

).
(
(1 − r )

r f ,m 1 − rb ,m
rb ,m

2

(51)

2

f ,m

The total modal power is the sum of the back and front powers: Pm = Pb,m + Pf,m,
and therefore

Pb ,m =

rb / f ,m
1 + rb / f ,m

Pm ,

(52)

and

Pf ,m =

1
Pm .
1 + rb / f ,m

(53)

3.1.6 Visualization of the modal spectrum
The plot of the modal powers as the function of the wavelength will give only
the upper envelope function of the simulated spectrum of the laser. The
longitudinal modes will cause modulation of the power vs. wavelength. The
modulation depth was used in the Hakki–Paoli method [21] to calculate the gain
from the amplified spontaneous emission spectrum of the laser. We can now use
the same linear amplifier theory in the reverse order to calculate the modulation
depth using the gain data, i.e. solving Vm form Equations (22) and (23).
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This concludes the operational, ‘internal’ model of the semiconductor laser.
Next we will see how the external cavity can be included in the model

3.2 Effective reflectance concept
3.2.1 Definition of the effective reflectance
In the ESEC laser, the mirror at the front facet of the laser is replaced with a
complex external cavity structure. To calculate the effects caused by the ESEC,
we can use the so-called effective reflectance model [4, 3, 27]. In this model, the
ESEC is replaced with a compound mirror as shown in Figure 12. The
reflectance of the compound mirror is called the effective reflectance of the
ESEC. The effective reflectance, reff, is a complex number,

reff = reff exp(iφ eff ) ,

(54)

whose amplitude, |reff|, corresponds to the proportion of the laser light coupled
back to the internal laser cavity from the ESEC. The phase of the effective
reflectance, φeff, is the relative phase of the coupled light.

Figure 12. Effective reflectance/compound mirror concept.
Usually, the effective reflectance can be written as a coherent sum of the
external reflectance, rext, and the internal reflectance, rint, at the laser facet (see
Figure 13)

reff = rint + rext .
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(55)

The internal reflectance is the reflectance of the bare (or coated) laser facet. The
external reflectance carries the part of the effective reflectance that is generated
in the external cavity. The effective reflectance is usually wavelength dependent
reff = reff(λ). The wavelength spectrum of the effective reflectance determines the
wavelength tuning effects in the ESEC lasers (compared to a free-running laser).

Figure 13. Effective reflectance as the sum of the internal and the external
reflectances.
The effective reflectance can be applied in the phenomenological laser model
simply by replacing the front facet reflectivity (or both the front and the back
facet reflectivities) with the effective reflectivity everywhere in the model. This
change affects the mirror loss term, αM,m, (Equation (37)) and the phase
condition for the longitudinal modes (Equation (24)).

3.2.2 Validity of the effective reflectance model
The effective reflectance model can not be applied if
•

the delay time of the feedback is long compared to the time scales of the
natural phase fluctuations of the laser, or if

•

the oscillation frequency of the feedback is changed compared to the light
emitted by the laser.

The long delay times can lead to a chaotic dynamic operation of the laser, that
can not be modeled without a dynamical model of the laser (see e.g. [5, 31, 34,
42]). This usually requires feedback distances of centimeters or meters. The
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length of the external cavity in the ESEC range is always shorter than about 100
µm. The delay times from the ESEC are thus shorter than the round-trip time of
light in the internal laser cavity. ESEC lasers are thereby clearly within the limits
of the delay condition.
The modeling of the change in the oscillation frequency of the feedback (see e.g.
[43]) would require sophisticated handling of the ‘cross reflectance’ between
different wavelengths. A change in the oscillation frequency in the ESEC
structure is possible. The changes can be caused by optically non-linear
materials or fast-moving components inside the ESEC. The effective reflectance
model can be applied if these types of ESEC structures are not used.
There are also other EC/ESEC structures, not directly covered by the
phenomenological laser model and the effective reflectance approach: arrays of
laser diodes coupled via a common external mirror have been used to increase
the optical output power of the lasers and to produce more collimated laser beam
[24]. Broad area semiconductor lasers with an external mirror have been used to
produce a controlled high-power laser beam [44]. Semiconductor lasers with the
phase-conjugated feedback have been studied [45]. All of these types of the EC
lasers require somewhat different approach for modeling.
Finally, for simplicity, some known factors influencing the laser’s operation
have been left out of the phenomenological laser model. One of these factors is
the relationship between the refractive index and the carrier density. That factor
is best known from the theory of the linewidth of the semiconductor laser
presented by Henry [46]. The influence of this ‘linewidth enhancement factor’ to
the EC laser dynamics has been studied e.g. by Heil et al. [47]. One important
effect caused by that factor is the wavelength change of the longitudinal
oscillating modes in the laser cavity as the function of the optical power in the
laser, which is not taken into account in our model.

3.2.3 Remarks on the output power of the ESEC laser
The optical power from the two ends of a conventional edge emitting
semiconductor laser can be calculated with Equation (53). When adding the
ESEC to the system, the optical power getting out of the laser via the two facets
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can still be calculated using the same equation, if the front facet reflectance of
the laser is replaced with the effective reflectance. However, only a part of the
optical power, if any, emitted from the front facet will be transmitted through the
ESEC to be observed or used as a regular laser beam. Some part of the power
may be absorbed in the ESEC. Some part will be scattered from the external
reflector structure and lost by not coupling back to the laser cavity.

Figure 14. Optical output from the ESEC laser.
The output power via the front facet is thus the sum of the transmitted power, Pt,
scattered power, Ps, and absorbed power, Pa: Pf = Pt + Pa + Ps. The total power
emitted by the laser is the sum of the power emitted from the back facet and the
power emitted from the front facet, i.e.: Ptot = Pb + Pf = Pb + Pt + Pa + Ps as
illustrated in Figure 14. Correspondingly, as illustrated in Figure 15, the power
PI incident on the front facet of the laser will be divided in the ESEC into the
reflected power, PR, and the components of the front power, Pf: PI = PR + Pf = PR
+ Pt + Pa + Ps, where the reflected power can be written as PR = Reff PI.
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Figure 15. Optical powers at the laser facet and in the ESEC.
Of these quantities, Pb and Pf can be interpreted as the ‘internal’ laser quantities
related to the power transfer out of the laser cavity. The powers, Ps, Pa and Pt are
the ‘external’ quantities for the laser, which are related to the operation of the
ESEC, but are seen by the internal laser cavity just via the front power, Pf. This
is illustrated in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Internal and external components of the optical power.

3.3 Calculation of the effective reflectance
A key issue in the modeling of the operation of ESEC lasers is the calculation of
the effective reflectance. We will next review the different ways to do the
calculation. In Section 3.3.1, we will present the general aspects related to the
calculation of the effective reflectance. After that we will describe simple onedimensional models, a Gaussian model, and a model based on angular spectrum
decomposition. Then we will use Fourier analysis and Babinet’s principle to
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simplify some types of calculations. Finally, we present a method to calculate
the effective reflectance from the finite difference time domain (FDTD)
simulations of the electromagnetic fields.

3.3.1 General form
The main factors describing the effective reflectance are the reflectivities of the
external reflector and the laser facet, and the coupling of the light from the
external cavity back into the laser’s internal cavity. Multiple reflections must
often be taken into account. Also, the possible absorption in the cavity will
influence the effective reflectivity.
The general form of the effective reflectivity on the laser facet can be given
using the ‘overlap integrals’ between the electric fields of the waveguide mode
propagating in the laser waveguide, Eg(x, y; z), and the actual reflected field
inside the laser cavity, ER(x, y; z). The overlap integral is the projection of the
reflected field distribution to the waveguide mode, and can be written as an inner
product between the two field distribution functions:

reff = K ∫ E R ( x, y ) E g∗ ( x, y )dxdy .

(56)

Here z is the direction of the propagation of light in the laser cavity, x is the
direction perpendicular to the junction, and y is the direction of the junction (see
Figure 6). The term K is a normalizing factor:

K=

(∫ E ( x, y)
g

2

dxdy

)

−1

.

(57)

In the integral of Equation 56, the reflected field must be calculated using the
given (‘normalized’) waveguide mode as the incident field. For a laser
waveguide with multiple transversal modes, the projection of the reflected field
must be calculated to each of the modes and using each of the modes as the
incident field. This way all the cross-mode reflections will be taken into account.
In the work presented in this thesis, we assume a single transversal mode
operation.
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As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the internal reflectance can often be separated
from the effective reflectance. In such configurations the effective reflectance
can be written as a coherent sum of the internal laser facet reflectance and the
external reflectance: reff = rint + rext, (cf. Equation (55)), where the external
reflectance can be written as the overlap integral between the electric field of the
externally reflected light and the waveguide mode:
∗

(58)

rext = K ∫ E ext ( x, y ) E ( x, y )dxdy ,
g

where Eext is the electric field distribution of the externally reflected part of the
electric field.

3.3.2 Simple one-dimensional models
Simple one-dimensional reflectance models are often used to calculate the
optical feedback from the external cavities that are longer than the ESEC
cavities. The general expression for the effective reflectance in the onedimensional models is
2
reff ( z EC ) = rint + t int
rer f ( z EC )e

i 2π

2 z EC

λ

.

(59)

Here tint2 = (1 – rint2) is the transmittance of the front facet of the laser, rer is the
reflectance of the external reflector, λ is the wavelength, and f(zEC) is some
simple functional form for the coupling strength of the reflected light as the
function of the external cavity length zEC. The functional forms that have been
used for the coupling strength are a constant value: f(zEC) = A [41, 48], a power
law: f(zEC) = A zEC−2, and an exponential law f(zEC) = A exp(−D zEC) [28, 49, 50],
where A and D are constants. In the longer external cavities, the change of the
coupling strength is small for small changes in the external cavity length. There,
when properly fitted, these laws are well suited for the analysis of the behavior
of the external cavity lasers.
In the ESEC region, more sophisticated models have to be used. The rectangular
aperture model has been used by several authors to model the diffraction effects
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related to the coupling of the feedback light from an external mirror [40, 3]. This
model gives a relatively simple expression for the coupling coefficients. We will
not go into the details of this model here (see [40, 3]), but we will continue
directly to the Gaussian model.

3.3.3 Gaussian beams
The optical beam emitted by the laser can be approximated with an elliptic
Gaussian beam, whose waist corresponds to the cross-section of the laser
waveguide. If the external reflector in the ESEC does not change the wavefront
significantly, the reflected beam will also be Gaussian. In such configurations,
the effective reflectance can be calculated using the Gaussian overlap integrals
[51, 52, 53, 54, 11]. Separating the internal reflection, we can write the effective
reflectance from a simple planar external reflector as:
2
reff = rint + t int
rer C G (2 z EC , λ , ω x 0 , ω y 0 ) ,

(60)

where CG is a Gaussian overlap integral between the externally reflected and the
incident Gaussian beams at the laser facet. In this model, the waveguide mode is
assumed to have the same transversal distribution as the Gaussian beam at the
beam waist, and the beam waist of the incident Gaussian beam is assumed to be
located at the front facet of the laser. The semi-diameters of the elliptic Gaussian
beam at the beam waist are ωx0 and ωy0 in x and y directions. Before returning to
the laser facet, the reflected beam has propagated over a distance of 2zEC, where
zEC represents the external cavity length. Equation (60) was written for a single
reflection from the external reflector. If the ESEC produces multiple reflections,
the corresponding Gaussian overlap integrals and the reflection coefficients must
be added to the equation, giving:

reff

2
t int
= rint +
rint

∑ (r

r

er int

)M CG (2Mz EC , λ , ω x 0 , ω y 0 ) .

(61)

M

Note that here the Gaussian overlap integral includes the phase term of the
external reflection. The Gaussian overlap integral can be written in a simplified
form [11]:
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CG =

bx b y
ax a y

(62)

,

where

a x = ω x− 2 ( z ) + ω x 0

−2

+

i 2π / λ
2 Rx ( z )

(63)

and

bx =

⎧ − i ⎡ 2π
⎤⎫
exp⎨ ⎢ z − η x ( z )⎥ ⎬ ,
ω x 0ω x ( z )
⎦⎭
⎩2 ⎣λ

2

(64)

and similarly for ay and by. Here, ωx(z) is the beam radius of the Gaussian beam,
and Rx(z) is the wavefront radius of the Gaussian beam in x direction after a
propagation of the distance z from the beam waist. The term ηx(z) is the
‘additional’ Gaussian phase term. The functional forms of these terms are [55]:

⎛
z2 ⎞
⎜
ω ( z ) = ω ⎜1 + 2 ⎟⎟ ,
z0 ⎠
⎝

(65)

⎛
z 02 ⎞
R x ( z ) = z ⎜⎜1 + 2 ⎟⎟ ,
z ⎠
⎝

(66)

2
x

2
x0

and

⎛ z
⎝ z0

η x ( z ) = tan −1 ⎜⎜

⎞
⎟⎟ ,
⎠

(67)

where

z0 =

πω 02
.
λ
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(68)

3.3.4 Fourier optics
Fourier optics (see e.g. [56]) are suited for calculation of the effective
reflectance, if the external reflector structure can be approximated to be
composed of planar objects. Fourier optics are based on the application of the
angular spectrum decomposition of the scalar electric field to model the freespace propagation of the field. The propagation can be calculated between two
parallel observation planes. If the electric field has a well-defined frequency of
harmonic oscillations, the field distribution on any observation plane can be
related to the angular spectrum of the field (i.e. the amplitudes of the field in
different propagation directions) by applying a Fourier transform to the field
distribution. Each of the angular components of the field experiences a different
phase-change in the propagation through a given distance. The inverse Fourier
transform of the propagated field components will give the spatial distribution of
the scalar electric field on the given final observation plane. The free space
propagation can be written in the Fourier space (angular decomposition space) as
a product between the electric field components, Ê(fx, fy) = F(E(x, y)) (F being
the Fourier transform operator, and fx and fy are the spatial frequencies in x and y
directions), and a transfer function, T(fx, fy; z, λ):

Eˆ final ( f x , f y ) = Eˆ initial ( f x , f y )T ( f x , f y ; z , λ ) .

(69)

The transfer function T is given as (see e.g. [56] p. 60)

⎧ ⎡
z
2
2 ⎤
⎪⎪exp ⎢i 2π λ 1 − (λf x ) − (λf y ) ⎥,
⎦
T ( f x , f y , z, λ ) = ⎨ ⎣
1
⎪0,
f x2 + f y2 ≥ .
⎪⎩
λ

f x2 + f y2 <

1 (70)

λ

The use of Fourier optics in the calculation of the optical fields in a complex
system is done by using an alternating sequence of the free space propagation
and the spatial ‘filtering’ of the fields. The spatial ‘filtering’ may affect both the
phase and the amplitude of the fields. To use this method, each of the optical
elements in the system has to be able to be modeled using a thin element
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approximation. In the thin element approximation the phase and the amplitude of
the electric field is only locally changed by the element. The effect of the optical
element can thus be presented as a filtering function, F(x, y). The electric field
after the filtering will be the product of the filtering function and the initial
electric field:

E final ( x, y ) = F ( x, y ) Einitial ( x, y ) .

(71)

We have used the Fourier optics to numerically calculate the reflected fields
from planar external reflectors that cause phase and amplitude variations. The
overlap integral is calculated numerically from the simulated field distributions.
Specifically, we have used Fourier optics in the calculation of the effective
reflectances from the data marks on an optical disk to model the direct
semiconductor laser readout in Section 4.5. The next two sections will also give
examples of the use of Fourier optics.
3.3.4.1 Overlap integral in Fourier space
Because the Fourier transform does not change the inner product of two
functions, the calculation of the overlap integral of the electric fields can be done
using either the angular spectrum or the spatial distribution of the two fields:

C = ∫ E1 ( x, y )E 2∗ ( x, y )dxdy

(72)

= ∫ Eˆ 1 ( f x , f y )Eˆ 2∗ ( f x , f y )df x df y ,
where Êi = F(Ei) for i = 1, 2. Some times it is easier to calculate the coupling
coefficient in the Fourier space. As an example of that, we will use the Fourier
space representation of the overlap integral in the calculation of the effective
reflectance for the multiple reflections between the laser facet and a planar
external reflector. Applying Equation (72) to an initial field, E(z = 0),
representing the waveguide mode, and a field propagated through a distance z1,
E(z = z1), we get
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C ( z1 ) = K ∫ E ( z = 0) E ∗ ( z = z1 )dxdy

(73)

= K ∫ Eˆ ( z = 0) Eˆ ∗ ( z = z1 )df x df y
2

= K ∫ Eˆ ( z = 0) T ∗ ( z = z1 )df x df y .
The effective reflectance of the multiple reflections in the ESEC with the
external cavity length zEC can be calculated as a sum (cf. Equation (61)):

reff = rint +
= rint +

2
t int
rint

∞

∑ (r

M =1

r

int er

(74)

)M C ( M 2 z EC )

2
int

∞
2
t
M
K ∑ ⎡(rint rer ) ∫ Eˆ ( z = 0) T ∗ ( z = M 2 z EC )df x df y ⎤.
⎥⎦
rint M =1 ⎢⎣

Since T(Mz) = T(z)M, (see Equation (70)) the effective reflectance can be written
as:

reff

2
∞
2
t int
M
= rint +
K ∑ ⎡(rint rer ) ∫ Eˆ ( z = 0) T ∗ ( z = 2 z EC ) M df x df y ⎤
⎥⎦
rint M =1 ⎢⎣

= rint +

[
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]

2
2 ∞
t int
M
K ∫ Eˆ ( z = 0) ∑ rint rer T ∗ ( z = 2 z EC ) df x df y
rint
M =1
2

Eˆ ( z = 0)
t2
df x df y .
= rint + int K ∫
rint
1 − rint rer T ∗ ( z = 2 z EC )

This is a closed form presentation of the effective reflectance for any field form
E in the case of the multiple reflections between the laser facet and a planar
external reflector.
3.3.4.2 Babinet’s principle
Babinet’s principle is a superposition principle of electromagnetic fields.
According to Babinet’s principle, if a space is filled with two electric fields, E1
and E2, the total electric field in the space is the sum of the two fields E = E1 +
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E2. Now, from Babinet’s principle and the linearity of the field propagation
equation (69) follows a superposition principle for the propagated scalar electric
fields. It states the following: Let E1 and E2 be the distributions of the scalar
electric fields at an observation Plane 1 and let E’1 and E’2 be the corresponding
fields propagated to Plane 2 (i.e. there is a propagation relation between E1 and
E’1 and between E2 and E’2). Then if we define a field E = A E1 + B E2, the
corresponding field propagated to Plane 2 will be E’ = A E’1 + B E’2 (see Figure 17).

Figure 17. Illustration of the partial electric fields.
If we now take an overlap integral between E’ and some given field distribution,
Eg, we see that

C = ∫ E ' E g∗ dxdy

(76)

= ∫ AE '1 E g∗ dxdy + ∫ BE ' 2 E g∗ dxdy.
Using the notation

C i = ∫ E ' i E g∗ dxdy, i = 1,2 ,

(77)

C = AC1 + BC 2 ,

(78)

we get
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where C1 and C2 are the coupling coefficients for the fields E1 and E2 propagated
from Plane 1 to Plane 2, and C is the coupling coefficient for the field E = A E1 +
B E2 propagated from Plane 1 to Plane 2. This relation means that the coupling
coefficient on Plane 2 for a superposition of the fields defined on Plane 1 can be
calculated as a weighted sum of the coupling coefficients of the partial fields
propagated to Plane 2. The weighting coefficients of this sum are the same as the
coefficients of the field superposition. This relation is useful, for example, when
calculating the effective reflectance from an external reflector that is composed
of multiple parts that may have varying reflectivity.

3.3.5 FDTD calculations
Finally, we will present a method to determine the effective reflectance from an
arbitrary ESEC structure. The method uses finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD, see e.g. [57]) calculations to define the optical field reflected back into
the laser waveguide from the ESEC. The FDTD method is based on solving the
Maxwell’s equations using discrete spatial and temporal coordinates in the
simulation. In the FDTD calculation, the ESEC may contain small metallic
apertures and/or other three dimensional structures, such as data marks on an
optical disk. The only limitation is the size of the calculation grid (directly
proportional to the computer memory required), which is dictated by the size and
the physical complexity of the external cavity structure.
An FDTD model of an ESEC laser comprises a short portion of the laser
waveguide (adjacent to the output facet) and the entire external cavity structure,
which is comprised of the laser's output (front) facet and some closely spaced
external reflecting entities. This structure is embedded in the FDTD calculation
grid by determining the complex refractive index for each grid cell (i.e. each
location in the calculation space). FDTD is a physical model in the sense that no
phenomenological explanations (other than the idea of the refractive index and,
of course, the Maxwell’s equations) are needed for determining the behavior of
light that propagates within the calculation volume. On the other hand, this
means that we have to know the geometry and the optical properties of the
materials contained in the modeled system.
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The electromagnetic field is sourced from a chosen location in the laser
waveguide; the source field fills the entire cross section of the waveguide and it
should be properly apodized so that it corresponds to the transverse mode(s) of
the waveguide. A complex-field (E = Eieiωt instead of a real field: E = Eisin(ωt))
source should be used, in order to obtain the phase information. As the FDTD
calculation executes, the electromagnetic field spreads out from the source and
propagates in the waveguide and in the external cavity. Some part of the field is
reflected back toward the laser waveguide structure and a small part of that is
coupled into the waveguide's guided mode(s).
One fundamental feature of the FDTD calculation is that it does not inherently
separate the scattered field from the incident field. Nor does it separate the
guided modes from radiating modes in the waveguide. The FDTD calculation
produces the total electromagnetic field in the calculation grid, comprising all of
these partial fields. We will now present a simple method to extract the
reflectance information from this calculated total field distribution.
Let the total electric field distribution in the calculation grid be E(x, y, z, t =
tstop). When determining the effective reflectance, we are only interested in the
guided part of the electric field inside the laser waveguide. As in Section 3.3.1,
this is obtained by taking the projection (overlap integral) of the total field in the
laser waveguide to the guided mode(s) in the cross-sectional plane of the
waveguide:

C (z , t ) = ∫ E (x, y, z , t )E g (x, y ) dxdy
*

(79)

= C I ( z, t ) + C r ( z, t )
=

(

)

1 iϖt −ik ( z − z0 )
e e
+ reff e ik ( z − z0 ) .
K

Here E is the total field, Eg is the transverse profile of the guided mode(s) and C
is the coupling coefficient for the total field given as the function of the z
position in the waveguide. The coordinates are such that z-axis is parallel to the
guiding direction of the waveguide (cf. Figure 6). Equation (79) shows that the
guided part of the field is a coherent sum of the incident (CI = 1/K exp[iωt − ik(z0
− z)] ) and the reflected ( Cr = 1/ K reff exp[iωt + ik(z − z0)] ) waves, where ω is
the angular frequency and z0 locates some reference plane, where the effective
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reflectance will be calculated. The term K is the normalization factor defined in
Equation (57). To demonstrate that the effective reflectivity calculation works
even for un-normalized fields, the term K is intentionally left out of the first
form of Equation (79). The term 1/K = |CI|, thus represents an arbitrary field
strength of the guided mode.
For harmonic fields, C is a complex valued function, the values of which form
an origin-centered ellipse in the complex plane. The lengths of the major and the
minor axes of this ellipse (i.e. the extreme absolute values of C) are:

( )
= (1 − r ) C

(80)

C max = C I + C r = 1 + reff C I
C min = C I − C r

eff

I

,

where, in the last equality, |Cr| = |reff||CI| has been used. Now, using Equation
(80) we see that the modulation, M, of |C(z, t)| (as a function of z) directly gives
the amplitude of the electric field reflectance:

M =

C max − C min
C max + C min

= reff

(81)

The phase of the reflectance is determined by the locations of the minima and
the maxima.
Various numerical errors may occur in the FDTD calculation. Thus, the values
of C only approximate an ellipse. An easy way to fit an ellipse to this data is to
use a pseudo inverse (Moore–Penrose inverse, see for example [58]) matrix
method to obtain the coefficients for a set of equations

ax n2 + bx n y n + cy n2 = 1,

(82)

where xn = real(Cn), yn = imag(Cn) are the values of C at the pixel columns of the
calculation grid, where Cn = C(z = z0 − n∆z, t) (pixel pitch is ∆z) and a, b and c
are the unknown coefficients of the polynomial that defines the ellipse. The
matrix representation for Equation (82) is XA = [1 1 … 1]T, where A = [a b c]T,
and
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x12
X = x1 y1

x 22

L

Τ

x N2

(83)

x2 y 2 L x N y N .

2
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y
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L

y N2

Now, the polynomial factors, A, which give the 'least mean square' fit are given
by
Τ

A= X 1 1 L 1 = a =∑X
+

Τ

j

+
1j

b=∑X

+
2j

j

c =∑X

+
3j

,

(84)

j

where X+ is the pseudo inverse of X such that XX+X = X and X+XX+ = X+.
The lengths of the axes of the ellipse are given as the elements of the following
diagonal matrix D

D = diag(B ) = diag

a

b/2

b/2

c

=

C max

0

0

C min

,

(85)

where matrix B is chosen in such a way that [x y]B[x y]T = ax2 + bxy + cy2 = 1
yields the equation for the ellipse, i.e., Equation (82). Diagonalization of matrix
B represents a coordinate transformation to a coordinate system in which the
axes of the ellipse lie parallel to the coordinate axes. The values of Cmax and Cmin
given by Equation (85) can then be inserted into Equation (81) to calculate the
effective reflectivity.

Figure 18. Laser-end model for calculating the reflectance from the end of the
laser waveguide.
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3.3.5.1 Validation of the FDTD method
To validate our model, the reflectance of a simple slab waveguide end facet was
calculated with our method and the results were compared to those presented in
references [59], [60], and [61], where the reflectance from the end of a slab
waveguide has been analytically determined. The slab waveguide geometry is
shown in Figure 18. The core thickness of the waveguide, the refractive index of
the cladding material, and the polarization of the source were varied in the
FDTD model. In Figure 19, the calculated reflectivity is compared with the
results given in reference [61]. In this figure, the reflectivity of the fundamental
mode is presented for TE (Ex, Ey, Hz) and TM (Ez, Hx, Hy) polarizations. Note
that the polarizations are reversed in comparison to the previous papers ([59, 60,
61]). For each polarization, two curves are calculated. These represent two
different cladding material indices n2 = 3.24 and n2 = 3.492, which correspond to
the index difference of 10 % and 3 % between the cladding and the core
materials. The index of the core is n1 = 3.6. The results from our numerical
method (circles) are in good agreement with the analytical results given in
reference [61] (points). The general trend is that the numerical method gives
somewhat higher reflectivity values than the analytical computation. This is
most likely the result of numerical errors in the FDTD computations.
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Figure 19. The intensity reflectivity of a laser facet calculated with the FDTD
method (circles) is compared with the results given in reference [61](points).
In these calculations, the wavelength was 860 nm, the FDTD cell size was 10
nm, and the calculation space was 8 µm x 1 µm (x x y). With the smallest core
thickness (80 nm), there were only 8 cells in the core region. To provide
adequate spatial sampling for the waveguide geometry, the simulations were not
performed with core thicknesses smaller than this. The optical fields inside the
waveguide were sourced from a transverse plane located 600 nm from the laser
facet. Free space (air) occupied a region extending 400 nm beyond the front of
the facet. Berenger's PML (perfect matched layer) method [57] was used to
truncate the calculation space.
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4. Devices based on ESEC lasers
In the previous sections we discussed the physics related to extremely short
external cavity lasers and the ways to model the laser operation. In this section we
concentrate on the applications of the ESEC lasers. Section 4.1 gives an overview
of the operation and possibilities related to ESEC laser sensors and other devices.
In Section 4.2 we describe the characteristics of an ESEC laser with a planar
external mirror. Section 4.3 describes a tunable laser based on the use of a
miniature Fabry–Perot etalon as the external reflector. ESEC laser profilometry is
studied in Section 4.4, and the last section, Section 4.5, describes the work done
with the direct semiconductor laser readout in the optical data storage.

4.1 ESEC laser sensors and devices overview
ESEC lasers are very sensitive to the changes of the optical properties related to
the external cavity. In the following sections, we will give some detailed
examples of how that fact can be utilized in designing optical sensors and other
devices based on ESEC lasers. In this section, we will review the operational
principles of ESEC laser sensors and discuss the possibilities related to them.

4.1.1 The relationships between effective reflectance, optical power
and lasing wavelength
As shown in the previous sections, the influence of the ESEC on the laser can be
described via the effective reflectance of the ESEC. The main factors in the
effective reflectance are the amplitude and the phase of the reflected light: reff =
|reff|exp( iφeff ). According to the theory presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the
amplitude of the effective reflectance affects 1) the modal gain of the laser, 2) the
balance between the internal losses and the mirror losses in the laser, and 3) the
balance between the output powers from the two ends of the laser. The phase of the
effective reflectance affects only the oscillation mode structure of the laser light.
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4.1.1.1 Optical power and the amplitude of the effective reflectance
The amplitude of the effective reflectance will directly affect the optical power
of the laser. If we increase the amplitude of the effective reflectance starting
from zero and assuming a constant injection current, the output power of the
laser will first increase due to the increasing modal gain. Then at some point,
assuming that the reflectivity of both laser facets is high enough, the internal
losses start to dominate the mirror losses, and the optical output power of the
laser starts to decrease. In the end, the optical power is absorbed by the laser
rather than radiated out through the laser facets. When increasing the reflectivity,
the increasing modal gain also leads to a decreasing threshold current and a bias
voltage, the latter of which can be easily directly observed (see [26]).
The increasing effective reflectance also affects the balance of the optical
powers radiated through the two ends of the laser. The higher the effective
reflectance of the ESEC is, the more light is radiated out from the laser facet
opposite to the ESEC. These phenomena are demonstrated in Figure 20, where
in the left panel, the total optical power and in the right panel, the optical power
radiated through the back facet of the laser, are shown as the function of the two
reflectances of the laser facets (see also [10]).

Figure 20: The optical output power of the laser as the function of the back and
the front facet reflectances; (left) total power; (right) power from the back facet.
The sensitivity of the optical power on the changing amplitude of the effective
reflectivity depends highly on the laser design. The amplitude of the effective
reflectance usually depends on the internal reflectivity of the laser facet, the
reflectivity of the external reflector structure, the possible absorption inside the
external cavity, and the coupling efficiency of the light from the external cavity
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back to the internal laser cavity. Also, the interference between the external and
the internal reflections will cause variations in the amplitude of the effective
reflectivity. This interference is usually highly wavelength dependent and it is
therefore described more deeply in the next section.
4.1.1.2 Wavelength dependency of the effective reflectance
If the amplitude of the effective reflectance varies with the wavelength, that will
affect the distribution of the optical power of the longitudinal laser modes via
affecting the modal gains. That will in turn lead to changes in the lasing
wavelength compared to a free-running laser.
The effective reflectance is the coherent sum of the internal laser facet
reflectance and the external ESEC reflectance, reff = rint + rext (see Equation (55);
for the definition of internal and external reflections, see Figure 13). The
interference between the internal and the external reflections on the laser facet
usually generates the major part of the wavelength dependency of the effective
reflectance, and therefore is the reason for the wavelength selectivity in many
ESEC lasers. The phase difference and the balance between the amplitudes of
the internal and the external reflections play important roles in many of the
sensing applications.
Another source for the wavelength dependency of the effective reflectance is the
spectral characteristics of the external reflector structure. The spectral selectivity of
the external reflector is seen in the laser’s operation via its effect on the modal gain.
4.1.1.3 Other possible dependencies of external reflectivity
If the effective reflectance is time dependent, that can lead to changes in the
dynamic characteristics of the laser. In most of the sensor applications, the time
scales of the physical phenomena to be sensed are much longer than the internal
relaxation time scales of the laser. Therefore, the laser operation can usually be
interpreted to be static. If needed, the time dependence of the effective reflectivity
can be taken into account using a dynamical laser model (see e.g. [5]).
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A more complex case, not fully covered by a simple effective reflectance model,
would be a change in the wavelength inside the external cavity due to a Doppler
shift or nonlinearities in the materials [43]. In that case, the light returning from
the ESEC would be on a different wavelength than the incident light, which can
potentially lead to a change in the lasing wavelength or possibly cause some
dynamic operation of the laser (chirp). Additionally, the change in the
polarization state of the light inside the ESEC could possibly introduce some
additional possibilities to control the laser by affecting the coupling of light into
the waveguide.

4.1.2 The use of ESEC lasers in sensor applications and other
ESEC devices
As described above, the changes in the effective reflectance can change the
operation point of the laser. The bias voltage over the laser junction, the optical
output power and the wavelength spectrum of the laser are affected. In addition,
the changes in the operation point may also change the noise characteristics of
the laser light. These effects are summarized in Figure 21.

Figure 21. General concept of the ESEC devices.
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Figure 21 also summarizes the operating principles of the devices based on the
use of the ESEC lasers. The main parts of such a device are 1) a laser diode, 2)
an ESEC structure and 3) a signal monitoring or processing unit. In addition to
these, 4) a laser control unit and 5) an ESEC control unit are usually needed. The
signal monitoring/processing unit can be connected back to the laser control and
the ESEC control units to provide a feedback loop in order to dynamically adjust
the operation of the device if needed.
The laser diode (1) can be of almost any type available. In this thesis, a Fabry–
Perot semiconductor laser diode is assumed to be used in the ESEC laser
configuration. However, there are several examples of other types of
semiconductor lasers utilizing an ESEC as well. Especially, vertical cavity
surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) have been extensively used in the ESEC
configuration (see e.g. [62, 63, 64]). The laser control unit (4) is needed for
setting the injection current level and often also for regulating the temperature of
the laser device.
The ESEC (2) is composed of one or more external reflectors that provide the
optical feedback to the laser. The reflectors can be planar or may have some
more or less controlled spatial structure. The material in the cavity can be
uniform or it may be composed of combinations of optically different materials
to provide the desired functionality for the ESEC. The ESEC may also change
temporally. The ESEC is usually controlled with an ESEC control unit (5). The
external cavity length, the ESEC material properties, and the movement/
alignment of the external reflector may be controlled.
The optical and the electrical (voltage) signals provided by the ESEC laser can
be monitored and used with monitoring and signal processing units (3). The bias
voltage monitoring can provide the direct electrical input to the devices utilizing
the ESEC laser, or controlling the laser or the ESEC. The changes in the optical
power can be monitored with photo diodes or any other similar device. The
wavelength of the light emitted by the ESEC laser can be monitored by any
spectroscopic means. Optical spectrum analyzers may be used in the laboratory
conditions but other spectral filtering methods may be useful in more
sophisticated products. Also, integrated wavelength sensors (e.g. [65]) may
prove to be useful when designing ESEC devices that utilize wavelength tuning
effects.
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Several examples of the use of ESEC laser devices can be found in the literature.
Eliseev et al. [1] proposed the use of ESEC lasers for optical multi-wavelength
communication already in 1970. ESEC configurations have been used for
semiconductor laser stabilization (see e.g. [32, 33] and references therein).
Various types of tunable lasers have been made using ESECs [66, 67, 68, 69, 11,
12, 54, 70, 71, 72, 62]. Various ESEC sensors have been demonstrated [7, 9, 73,
67, 40, 74, 48, 75, 76]. Most of these sensors are based on the monitoring of the
changes in the optical power or the bias voltage. A special application for ESEC
laser sensors has been the near field optical data storage [8, 10, 13, 77, 64, 78,
15, 50, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85]. The very small aperture lasers in the ultra
short ESEC configurations have opened up the possibility to go beyond the
conventional diffraction limit in the optical data storage and related near field
sensing applications [86, 87, 8, 13, 15, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92]. Finally, the buttcoupling of the laser to a single mode fiber is a distinct natural application for
the ESEC laser configuration [52, 71, 54, 93, 53].

4.1.3 The scope of the following applications
Most of the previous work with ESEC laser sensors has concentrated on using
the power or the voltage variations as the monitored signal. The power
monitoring and the voltage monitoring are relatively simple to realize and thus
provide an easy way to get feedback on the laser’s operation. The wavelength
tuning has been mainly considered with tunable laser devices. In the following
work in this thesis, we will concentrate on the wavelength tuning which is
studied less than the other types of signals. We will analyze the ways to apply
the wavelength tuning of the ESEC lasers in sensing applications and also
further analyze some wavelength tunable laser configurations. In addition, we
will apply the advanced modeling methods to study different ESEC
configurations.

4.2 ESEC with a planar mirror
As a first example, let us consider an ESEC structure composed of an edgeemitting semiconductor laser and a planar mirror that is placed in close
proximity to the front facet of the laser (see Figure 22). This system is the most
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conventional ESEC laser configuration, and therefore the following analysis of
this system will reveal the most important design and operation principles of
most of ESEC lasers. For the clarity of the text, we will call the system briefly a
‘planar-mirror ESEC’ or use the abbreviation PM-ESEC.

Figure 22. Schematic picture of a planar mirror (PM) ESEC laser.
We will study how the laser’s operation point changes as a function of various
parameters of the PM-ESEC system. These parameters are the separation
between the laser and the mirror, the reflectivities of the back and the front
facets of the laser diode, and the reflectivity of the mirror. The mirror tilt is not
considered here (see e.g. [53]). As stated at the end of the previous section, the
main emphasis in all of the examples is on the wavelength tuning effects, and
therefore the interpretation of the changes in the laser’s power and the bias
voltage are not as deeply analyzed. We will first describe the theory and the
numerical models used for analyzing the PM-ESEC lasers and then show some
experimental results.

4.2.1 Theory and modeling of PM-ESEC
4.2.1.1 Effective reflectance
To calculate the effective reflectance for the PM-ESEC, we used a Gaussian
beam approximation for the laser beam. This method is described in detail in
Section 3.3.3. The effective reflectance is of the form given in Equation (61). An
example of the calculated effective reflectance for a single wavelength (λ = 1550
nm) as the function of the external cavity length is shown in Figure 23. The
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(intensity) reflectivity of the front facet of the laser is assumed to be Rint = 0.25
(rint = 0.5) and the (intensity) reflectivity of the external mirror is Rer = 0.95 (rer =
0.975). The Gaussian beam waists are ωx0 = 2.5 µm and ωy0 = 0.5 µm. One of the
main features of the effective reflectance curve is the half a wavelength (quasi-)
periodicity. That is caused by the interference between the internal and the
external reflections. The highest modulation in this interference pattern is reached
at the cavity length where the internal and the external reflections are of equal
magnitude. In the shorter cavity lengths, the external reflectance is dominating.
In addition to the amplitude, |reff|, the domination of the external reflectance is
seen in the phase of the effective reflectance, φeff. When the external reflectance
is dominating, the phase of the effective reflectance can have any value between
0 and 2π. This will lead to the continuous tuning of the longitudinal modes of
the laser. If the internal reflectivity dominates, the phase of the external
reflectance only oscillates close to the value determined by the phase of the
internal reflectance. This is illustrated in Figure 24, where the phasor diagrams
of the reflectances show the increasing phase variation as the amplitude of the
external reflectance increases (see also [28]). The amplitude of the phase
oscillations is given by φeff,max = arcsin(|rext|/|rint|), which can be deduced
geometrically from the phasor diagrams. In the long external cavity lengths, the
amplitude of the external reflectance decreases and therefore the effective
reflectance approaches the internal reflectance.

Figure 23. Effective reflectance of a PM-ESEC laser as the function of the EC
length.
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Figure 24. Illustration of the effective phase formation. Left: long external
cavity, Center: equal internal and external reflectances, Right: short external
cavity.
In Figure 25, the effective reflectance has been plotted as the function of the
wavelength for an ESEC length of zEC = 10 µm. The ESEC configuration is the
same as in Figure 23. The maxima of the effective reflectivity curve correspond
to the wavelengths of the external cavity modes in the system. The wavelengths
of the modes are close to λEC,M = 2zEC /M, where M is the order of the EC mode.
However, due to the additional phase term (ηx,y in Equation (64)) affecting the
Gaussian beams close to the beam waist, the external cavity modes are
somewhat shifted relative to the values given by λEC,M above. The amplitude of
the oscillations is dependent on the wavelength due to the stronger diffraction of
the longer wavelengths.
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Figure 25. Effective reflectance spectrum of a PM-ESEC laser.

4.2.1.2 Applying the laser model
The insertion of the calculated effective reflectance to the laser model gives a
theoretical estimation of how the ESEC laser behaves as the function of the
external cavity length. Figure 26 shows the calculated power, the lasing
wavelength and the mode structure for a PM-ESEC laser at λ = 1550 nm and at a
constant injection current of I = 100 mA. The front facet (intensity) reflectance
of the laser was Rf = Rint = 5 % and the back facet (intensity) reflectance Rb = 80
%. The gain spectrum used in the simulation corresponds to the measured gain
of the 1550 nm 4QW laser shown in Section 2.1.2.3 Figure 4. This gain curve,
fitted to the measured data, is shown in the gain/loss diagram in Figure 27
together with the original measured data and the calculated loss curves when the
external cavity length is close to 10 µm.
The wavelength tuning is described in more detail in the next section and the
power variations are discussed in the section after that. The role of the
longitudinal modes will be discussed in the last section.
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Figure 26. Simulated operation of a PM-ESEC laser as the function of the EC
length; (top) total optical output power; (center) principal lasing wavelength;
(bottom) wavelengths of the longitudinal modes.
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Figure 27. The measured material gain, the fitted gain used in the laser model,
and the calculated loss terms (for two closely separated EC lengths) in the
gain/loss diagram. The arrow shows the direction of the movement of the loss
term with an increasing EC length.

4.2.1.3 The three regions of wavelength tuning
The wavelength tuning behavior of the PM-ESEC laser as the function of the
external cavity length can be divided into three regions (I–III). These regions,
shown in Figure 28, are:
I.

Reduced tuning region

II.

Non-linear tuning region

III.

Linear tuning region.
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The boundaries of these regions are not exact, but the characteristics are clear.
When still increasing the external cavity length, the next clear transformation of
the tuning behavior happens in the ‘short external cavity’ (SEC) region, when
the wavelength separation of the longitudinal modes of the laser chip is close to
equal to the wavelength separation of the longitudinal modes of the external
cavity. That fourth region can be called (IV) a random tuning region, since the
laser modes seem to ‘lit and fade’ in a random order, due to the ‘aliasing’ effects
between the two sets of the cavity modes.

Figure 28. Three tuning regions overlaid with the simulated tuning curve of the
PM-ESEC laser. I –reduced tuning region, II – non-linear tuning region, and III
– linear tuning region.
The characteristics of the tuning regions I–III can be explained by looking at the
gain/loss diagrams presented in Figure 29. As explained in Section 3.1.3, the
principal lasing wavelength can be deduced from these diagrams by finding the
wavelength of the minimum separation between the gain and the loss curves i.e.
the touching point of the two curves. The power level of the laser, on the other
hand, can be estimated from the height of the touching point in the diagram – the
higher the gain must rise to touch the loss curve, the lower the power will be.
The first order effect of a gradual change in the external cavity length will be the
movement of the loss curve to the left or to the right in the diagram (see Figure
27). The wavelength tuning can now be deduced by following the touching point
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of the two curves as the loss curve moves sideways in the diagram. After
increasing or decreasing the external cavity length by half a wavelength, the loss
curve has almost its original shape and place in the diagram, as expected on the
basis of the one-half wavelength (quasi-) periodicity of the tuning curve.

Figure 29. Gain/loss diagrams for the three tuning regions.
The reduced tuning region (I) starts from the zero external cavity length. It is
characterized by the weak wavelength tuning that reflects the weak wavelength
dependency of the effective reflectance. In this region the wavelength separation
of the external cavity modes is larger than the effective gain band of the laser:
∆λEC,M > ∆λg, as shown in Figure 29. Because of the gentle shape of the loss
curve, the lasing point in the gain/loss diagram will always be close to the top of
the gain curve. When the external cavity length is gradually increased, the
wavelength tunes up and down according to the direction of the slope of the loss
curve. This explains the backward tuning also seen in Figure 28.
The largest tuning range is achieved in the non-linear tuning region (II). In
that region, the wavelength separation of the external cavity modes is close to
equal to the width of the gain band ∆λEC,M ≈ ∆λg so that the gain curve has
almost the same shape as the loss curve. The lasing point in the gain/loss
diagram does not stay close to the top of the gain curve anymore, but it is not
bound by the tips of the loss curve either. This movement of the lasing point
relative to both curves leads to the non-linear tuning as the lasing point falls
behind the movement of the loss curve.
In the linear tuning region (III), the wavelength separation of the external
cavity modes is clearly smaller than the spectral width of the gain band, ∆λEC,M <
∆λg. The lasing point stays always close to the tips of the loss curve, and the
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lasing wavelength therefore follows the external cavity modes. The linearity of
the tuning versus the external cavity length is a direct consequence of the
resonance condition λEC,M = 2/MzEC. The slope of the tuning curve is thus
determined by the factor 2/M, where M is the order of the EC mode.
Note that in region III, the tuning range is directly defined by the external cavity
mode separation. In regions I and II, the tuning range is always less than the
wavelength separation of the external cavity modes i.e. the term ‘reduced tuning’
actually applies to both regions I and II.
4.2.1.4 Wavelength tuning range and the mirror reflectivities
The wavelength tuning of the laser depends on the wavelength separation of the
external cavity modes as seen in the previous section, but also on the amplitude
of the modes in the loss term. The factors affecting the amplitude are the
reflectance of the front facet of the laser, the reflectance of the external mirror,
and the external cavity length via the coupling of the reflected light.
Figure 30 presents the simulated tuning ranges for the PM-ESEC lasers
operating at 1550 nm. The tuning ranges are presented as the function of the
reflectance of the external mirror, Rer, and for various values of the internal laser
facet reflectance, Rint. The external cavity length for these curves is about zEC =
20 µm. According to the graph, the longest tuning range in this case is achieved
with the external mirror reflectivity of Rer ≈ 70 % for all the values of the
internal reflectivity.
The influence of the external cavity length for the tuning is shown in Figure 31.
In that figure the tuning range is plotted for various external cavity lengths as the
function of the reflectivity of the external mirror, Rer. The internal reflectivity of
the laser facet is Rint = 5 %.
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Figure 30. Wavelength tuning range of a PM-ESEC laser as the function of the
intensity reflectance of the external mirror for several values of the internal
laser facet reflectance.
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Figure 31. Wavelength tuning range of a PM-ESEC laser as the function of the
intensity reflectance of the external mirror for several values of the EC length.

4.2.1.5 Power variations
The power of the laser in Figure 26 shows a half a wavelength quasi-periodicity
as the function of the ESEC length reflecting the quasi-periodic behavior of the
effective reflectance. The top envelope function of the power curve shown in
Figure 26 – i.e. the maximum power per period – can be calculated by using the
sum of the amplitudes of the internal and the external reflections as the effective
reflectivity of the ESEC. In other words, the effective reflectance directly
determines the top-envelope curve of the optical power. Understanding the depth
of the power modulation, however, requires more analysis.
There are actually three factors that can affect the depth of the modulation: the
maximal loss per period, the wavelength separation of the external cavity modes
and the spectral shape of the gain. As stated in the previous section, the power
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emitted by the laser can be estimated from the height of the lasing point in the
gain/loss diagram. The diagrams in Figure 29 can therefore be used to illustrate
the power variations in the three regions.
In region I, where the gain spectrum is narrower than the separation between
the longitudinal modes of the ESEC, the lasing point is always close to the top of
the gain curve – i.e. the top of the gain curve closely follows the shape of the
loss curve as the loss curve moves. In that case, the minimum power is
determined by the minimum amplitude of the effective reflectance, given as the
difference between the amplitudes of the internal and the external reflections:
|reff, min | = |(|rext| − |rint|)|. Usually this leads to large variations in the output
power.
In region III, the laser’s gain band is much wider than the wavelength
separation of the adjacent external cavity modes. In that case, the power
variation is actually determined by the shape of the gain spectrum and not by the
shape of the loss term (or the effective reflectivity). This leads to a smaller
variation in the power than what could be expected by just studying the effective
reflectance values.
When the optical power variations are considered, region II is merely a
transformation region between regions I and III.

4.2.1.6 How well can the power and wavelength be predicted?
The prediction of the power and the wavelength of the PM-ESEC laser is
dependent on the knowledge of the laser’s gain spectrum with various carrier
densities and temperatures and the knowledge of the effective reflectance of the
ESEC. Of these two factors, the effective reflectance can usually be predicted
rather accurately. The gain, however, depends on so many factors that its
prediction is always problematic (see [16]). The method that we have adopted
here is to use a measured shape of the gain curve with the assumption that its
shape does not change significantly at the different carrier density levels (i.e.
gain levels) as long as we stay close to the threshold values of the free-running
laser.
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Now, assuming that the effective reflectance is well predicted and the gain
spectrum contains some unknown factors, we can give some comments on the
predictability of the laser’s behavior in the three regions of tuning. First, the
tuning can be predicted accurately only in the linear tuning region (III). In that
region, the lasing wavelength closely follows the external cavity modes. Second,
the power can be predicted rather well in region I, but also in region III when the
external cavity length is large enough. In region I, the loss curve determines the
lasing point, although in that case the height of the gain curve varies a lot which
may weaken the predictability. In the long cavity length part of region III, the
power is determined by the shape of the top of the gain curve and has only small
variations. Third, the top envelope curve of the power can be rather well
predicted since it is determined by the effective reflectance maxima.
4.2.1.7 Longitudinal modes
The longitudinal modes of the PM-ESEC laser are determined from the
resonance equation (Equation (24)): 2nL/ λm = m + φeff / 2π, where λm is the
wavelength for the mth longitudinal mode, L is the length of the laser, n is the
effective refractive index of the laser waveguide, and φeff is the phase of the
effective reflectance. As discussed in Section 4.2.1.1, the phase of the effective
reflectance can make full 2π revolutions as the function of the external cavity
length if (and only if) the external reflectance dominates the internal reflectance
(i.e. |rext| > |rint|). This will lead to a continuous tuning of the longitudinal modes
in the short external cavity lengths, which is clearly seen in Figure 26. In the
longer external cavity lengths the modes just oscillate close to the wavelengths
of the longitudinal modes of the free-running laser (i.e. the modes determined
purely by the internal reflectance). The amplitude of these oscillations in the
wavelength is determined by the amplitude of the phase oscillations (see Section
4.2.1.1), being ∆λmarcsin(|rext|/|rint|)/2π. Here ∆λm = λm2/(2nL) is the wavelength
separation of the adjacent longitudinal modes.
The spectrum of the laser is a composition of the longitudinal modes. The
optical power of each mode is principally determined by the modal gain. The
change in the spectral distribution of the modal gains will directly affect the
power emitted by each of the modes. This leads to the mechanism for the
wavelength tuning of the PM-ESEC laser. A gradual change in the external
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cavity length will change the spectral distribution of the modal gain via changing
the mirror losses of the laser. Due to their localization in the longer external
cavity lengths and their slow motion in the short external cavity lengths, the
longitudinal modes cannot keep up with the tuning of the modal gain
distribution. Therefore, the change in the external cavity length will eventually
lead into a change in the principal lasing mode (i.e. the mode with the highest
modal gain) and thereby change the principal lasing wavelength (the wavelength
with the most power). As a result, the lasing wavelength of the PM-ESEC laser
is tuned discontinuously by ‘mode hopping’ between the longitudinal modes.
More than one longitudinal mode usually contributes significantly to the optical
output power of the laser. The strength of the principal mode compared to the
other modes depends on the modal gain difference as well as the electric current
injected to the laser. The external cavity usually increases the side mode
suppression compared to the free-running laser [94]. There are two factors that
contribute to this phenomenon. First, the wavelength dependence of the loss
term increases the modal gain difference between the principal mode and the
side modes. Secondly, the maxima of the effective reflectance are always higher
than the internal reflectance. This leads to a decreased threshold current of the
laser, and therefore more current is used for the stimulated emissions. As stated
before, the increased current strengthens the principal mode and therefore
increases the side mode suppression.

4.2.2 Experiments on PM-ESEC
Figure 32 presents measurements that were done for a PM-ESEC configuration
consisting of a 1550 nm edge-emitting InGaAsP/InP laser (Laser 1 in Table 1, p.
30) and a glass plate coated with a thin layer of gold that acted as the external
mirror. The top row shows the power of the laser, the middle row shows the
principal lasing wavelength, and the bottom row shows the wavelength behavior
of the longitudinal modes of the laser. The glass plate was attached to a
nanopositioning system that was used to adjust the external cavity length. The
laser’s spectrum and the power were measured with an optical spectrum analyzer
connected to the laser via a multimode optical fiber pigtailed to the back facet of
the laser (the facet opposite the ESEC).
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The external cavity length was increased in small steps, starting from the
configuration where the laser almost touched the glass plate. The spectral data
was collected on a computer and post-processed to get the power, the principal
wavelength and the modal wavelengths shown in Figure 32. The power in the
figure is the optical power detected by the spectrum analyzer and integrated over
the monitored wavelength range, not the absolute total power emitted by the
laser. The lasing wavelength is the principal wavelength, i.e. the wavelength
bearing the maximal power on the monitored wavelength range. The modal
wavelengths are determined from the local maxima of the spectrum. The
horizontal axis should be considered as a relative change in the external cavity
length, since the external cavity length at the starting point was not known
exactly.

Figure 32. Measured operational characteristics of a PM-ESEC laser as the
function of the EC length; (top) optical output power; (center) principal lasing
wavelength; (bottom) wavelengths of the longitudinal modes.
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Many of the features described in the theoretical analysis of the PM-ESEC laser
are seen in Figure 32.
•

The half a wavelength (quasi-) periodicity is clearly seen in all of the graphs.

•

The power variation decreases towards the longer external cavity lengths.

•

The wavelength tuning is highly non-linear in the short external cavities
(non-linear tuning region II) and becomes more and more linear as the
external cavity length increases (region III). The wavelength tuning range
decreases with the increasing external cavity length.

•

The longitudinal modes oscillate close to a certain value and the oscillation
amplitude decreases with the increasing cavity length.

One feature that is not seen in these pictures is the reduced tuning region (region
I). That, however, was observed in another measurement, done with a 790-nm
GaAs laser (Laser 2 in Table 1, p. 30) with an otherwise similar measurement
set-up. The tuning curve of that laser is shown in Figure 33. The other feature
not seen in Figure 32 is the continuous tuning of the longitudinal modes, which
means that the internal reflectance of the laser is the dominating factor in the
effective reflectance at all the external cavity lengths. Both of these missing
features can be explained if the actual external cavity lengths in this
measurement were longer than that indicated by the horizontal axis of the
figures. Quantitatively, Figure 32 shows a power variation of up to 35 dB and a
wavelength tuning of 45 nm (with the 35-dB power variation).

Figure 33. Measured tuning curve demonstrating the existence of the reduced
tuning region.
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4.2.3 Conclusions
We analyzed the characteristics of a PM-ESEC laser using our ESEC laser
model and experiments, concentrating on the wavelength tuning phenomena. We
showed and explained three tuning ranges of the PM-ESEC laser with distinct
tuning characteristics and explained the related power changes. We also
analyzed the influence of various design parameters on the tunability of the PMESEC system and discussed how well the laser model predicts the different
characteristics of the PM-ESEC lasers.

4.3 Wavelength tuning with a micromachined
Fabry–Perot etalon
In the previous section, we analyzed the ESEC laser with a planar mirror as the
external reflector. In this section, we increase the complexity of the external
cavity by using a tunable micromachined Fabry–Perot (FP) etalon as the external
reflector (see Figure 34) [95, 72, 11, 12, 14, 96]. We will use the abbreviation
FP-ESEC for this configuration. The tunable FP etalon consists of two mirrors
separated with an air gap. The ‘top’ mirror can be moved relative to the
stationary ‘bottom’ mirror to tune the etalon length (the thickness of the airgap).
The idea behind this work was to see if the micromachined FP etalon could be
used in the ESEC configuration to build a hybrid integrated tunable laser.
Section 4.3.1 will review the modeling of the FP-ESEC laser, earlier published
in [12, 11]. In Section 4.3.2 we will discuss the optimization of the FP-ESEC
laser and finally, in Section 4.3.3 we will show the realization of the laser and
give some experimental results.
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Figure 34. Schematic picture of the FP-ESEC laser with a micromachined
Fabry–Perot etalon (µFP) as an external reflector. The arrow shows the tuning
principle, based on the movement of the FP mirror adjacent to the laser diode.

4.3.1 Modeling the FP-ESEC laser
The modeling of the FP-ESEC laser is done according to the guidelines
described in [11, 12]. In the modeling sense, the FP-ESEC consists of the front
facet of the laser diode and two external mirrors located consecutively on the
optical axis of the laser beam (see Figure 34). The mirror adjacent to the laser
facet can be moved relative to the mirror farther from the laser to tune the FP
etalon. The mirror farther from the laser has a fixed position relative to the laser.
4.3.1.1 Effective reflectance
As for the PM-ESEC, a Gaussian beam approximation (see Section 3.3.3) is
used to calculate the coupling of the external reflections back into the laser
cavity. Now, instead of the single reflection from the external mirror, we will
have to take into account multiple reflections from the two mirrors forming the
FP etalon. We can write the effective reflectance as [11]
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where, as earlier, rint is the internal reflectivity of the laser’s front facet, tint is the
transmittivity of the laser’s front facet, rFP is the reflectance of the mirrors in the
FP etalon, CG is the Gaussian coupling coefficient (see Equation (62)), l is the
FP etalon length and zEC is the external cavity length, i.e. the separation between
the laser’s front facet and the FP mirror adjacent to the laser.
Figure 35 shows the basic structure of the effective reflectance spectrum
calculated for a wide range of wavelengths in a FP-ESEC configuration. This
FP-ESEC configuration was designed to be used with a 1550-nm InGaAs laser
diode and therefore the transmission band of the FP etalon is located close to
1550 nm. The (intensity) reflectivities of the FP mirrors in this example are 80 %
(|rFP|2 = 0.8). The dotted line is the effective reflectance from a planar mirror (i.e.
PM-ESEC) given for a reference.

Figure 35. The effective reflectance spectrum of the FP-ESEC laser (solid line)
compared to the PM-ESEC laser (dotted line). The inset shows a detail of the
additional phase revolution at the resonance band of the FP etalon.
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As in the case of the PM-ESEC lasers, the main feature of the effective
reflectance spectrum is the external cavity modes shown as the oscillation of the
effective reflectance. The wavelength separation between the EC modes is
approximately ∆λEC, M = λ2/ (2 zEC) (in this example, zEC = 20 µm). The use of
the FP instead of a regular mirror as the external reflector causes a disturbance to
the external cavity mode structure. This disturbance is located at the
transmission band of the FP etalon, i.e. at the resonance wavelengths of the
etalon. In Figure 35 the disturbance is seen at the wavelengths close to 1500 nm.
The FP transmission band affects the effective reflectance in two ways. First, the
amplitude of the external reflectance is notably decreased within the
transmission band. That leads to a decrease in the amplitude of the oscillations
produced by the external cavity modes (or, actually, by the interference between
the internal and the external reflections at the laser’s front facet). The other
effect produced by the FP etalon is that the phase of the external reflection
makes an additional revolution of 2π as the function of the wavelength inside the
transmission band. The effect of the additional phase revolution is seen in the
inset of Figure 35 where the additional oscillation at the center part of the
transmission band is magnified.
Next, let us consider the tuning of the FP etalon length. Since only the mirror
closest to the laser will move, the tuning of the FP will affect both the FP etalon
length and the external cavity length (the distance between the moving mirror
and the laser’s front facet). As the FP etalon length decreases, the external cavity
length increases. The effect of tuning the FP etalon length is illustrated in Figure
36, where the amplitude of the effective reflectance is presented in gray-scale as
the function of the wavelength and the etalon length of the PF. The brightest
tones in the gray scale correspond to the effective reflectance of 0.4 and the
darkest tones to 0.1. The external cavity modes are seen in this picture as vertical
bars. The FP transmission band is seen as a disturbance going diagonally
through the image.
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Figure 36. Effective reflectance diagram showing the amplitude of the effective
reflectance (gray scale) as the function of the wavelength and the FP etalon
length. The arrow shows the rapid tuning of an external cavity mode due to the
additional phase revolution at the resonance band of the FP etalon.
The additional phase revolution at the FP resonance band causes the external
cavity modes to rapidly tune towards the larger wavelengths at the resonance
band when the FP etalon length is increased. This rapid tuning is indicated with
an arrow in Figure 36. This phenomenon can be used to tune the lasing
wavelength with a very small movement of the etalon mirror. If we make a
larger movement with the mirror of the FP etalon, we can also see a wavelength
tuning of the external cavity modes outside the FP resonance band. This tuning,
illustrated in Figure 37, is essentially the same phenomenon as the external
cavity mode tuning for the PM-ESEC laser. It is based on changing the phase of
the external reflectance by changing the external cavity length. Figure 37 also
shows a second FP resonance band sweeping over the wavelength range. Next
we will discuss how these two ways of tuning the external cavity modes can be
used to tune the lasing wavelength of the FP-ESEC laser.
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Figure 37. Effective reflectance diagram showing the amplitude of the effective
reflectance (gray scale) as the function of the wavelength and the FP etalon
length. The arrow shows the conventional tuning of an external cavity mode due
to the gradual change of the EC length as the FP etalon length is tuned.

4.3.1.2 Tuning the laser with the external FP etalon
We can now insert the calculated effective reflectances in our laser model to
study the wavelength tuning of the laser diode using the FP etalon as the external
reflector. The laser used in the modeling and experiments is the same 1550 nm
InGaAsP/InP laser (Laser 1 in Table 1, p. 30) as in the previous section and
thereby the details of the model have already been told there. The analysis of the
effective reflectance already revealed the two modes of tuning: 1) the rapid
tuning due to the phase revolution inside the FP resonance band and 2) the
conventional tuning with the mirror movement. Both of these tuning regions are
shown in Figure 38 together with the simulated power variation.
The tuning with the mirror movement was analyzed rather deeply in Section
‘PM-ESEC’. The only difference here is that the resonance bands of the FP will
disturb the tuning at the regular intervals. To get the largest possible tuning
range, the starting point of the tuning has to be chosen carefully.
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Figure 38. Simulated operation of the FP-ESEC laser as the function of the FP
etalon length; (top) wavelength tuning; (bottom) total optical output power. The
two types of tuning, the conventional mirror tuning and the rapid tuning, are
highlighted on the wavelength tuning curve.
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That is done by adjusting the external cavity length of the starting point of the
tuning. The influence of the selection of the external cavity length is discussed in
detail with the rapid tuning. The method of the wavelength tuning with the
mirror movement in the FP-ESEC configuration hardly gives any advantage
over the tuning achieved with the conventional PM-ESEC. Therefore, a
transparent base element may be used instead of the stationary second mirror of
the FP, if use of the FP geometry is desired.
The rapid wavelength tuning is shown in detail in Figure 39. In this case, a
change of 0.1 µm in the external cavity length produces wavelength tuning of
about 13 nm. It turns out that rapid tuning is very sensitive to various factors of
the FP-ESEC configuration. The main factors are the external cavity length and
the reflectivity of the mirrors of the FP etalon, but also the reflectivity of the
front facet of the laser diode affects the tuning. The influence of the front facet
reflectivity is very similar to the PM-configuration, and therefore that analysis is
not repeated here. Now we’ll have a look at the other two factors.

Figure 39. A detailed tuning curve for the rapid tuning region (RFP = 0.8).
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Figure 40. The influence of the reflectivity of the FP mirrors (the finesse of the
FP) on the wavelength tuning in the rapid tuning region; from left to right: RFP
= 0.95, 0.98, 0.99.

4.3.1.3 Wavelength tuning and the finesse of the FP etalon
The reflectivity of the mirrors determines the finesse of the FP etalon. The
higher the reflectivity, the higher the finesse, and the narrower the transmission
band of the FP. The width of the transmission band also determines the pace of
the additional phase revolution within the transmission band. For the higher
values of the finesse, the phase revolution happens in a shorter range of
wavelengths. In the FP-ESEC lasers, the higher finesse is seen as faster
wavelength tuning as the function of the FP etalon length. This is illustrated in
Figure 40, where rapid tuning is presented for three values of FP mirror
reflectivities: left: RFP = 95 %, center: RFP = 98 %, and right: RFP = 99 %. The
‘speed’ of tuning, highlighted with the dashed lines, increases with the
increasing FP mirror reflectance.
Note that at high FP mirror reflectivities the laser’s wavelength leaps to higher
values without any intermediate steps; the ‘continuous’ tuning breaks down.
This phenomenon can be understood by looking at the wavelength tuning curve
overlaid with the effective reflectivity calculations shown in Figure 41. On the
left, the reflectivity of the FP mirrors is 80% (low finesse), whereas on the right
it is 99% (high finesse). For the low values of finesse, the transmission band of
the FP is wide enough to both weaken the ‘actual’ external cavity modes and
form a ‘bridge’ between the modes (see Figure 41 for the terminology). For the
high values of finesse, the transmission band of the FP affects only a very
narrow range of the wavelengths simultaneously, and therefore the EC modes
are intact when the ‘bridge’ is formed between them. The gain is highest on the
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margins of the EC modes and not on the ‘bridge’, and therefore the lasing
wavelength just jumps from one EC mode to the next.

‘Bridge’

Weak ‘bridge’

EC mode

Lasing

EC mode not

Lasing

weakened

wavelength

weakened

wavelength

Figure 41. The tuning curves on the rapid tuning region overlaid with the
effective reflectance diagram for the low finesse (left, RFP = 80 %) and the high
finesse (right, RFP = 99 %) of the FP etalon. The ‘bridge’ formation and the EC
mode weakening (or lack of them) can be used to explain the behavior of the
rapid tuning for the low and the high finesse FP etalons.
The wavelength tuning range depends on the finesse of the FP. Figure 42 shows
the tuning range of the FP-ESEC laser as a function of the reflectivity of the FP
mirrors. This figure of the tuning range is actually valid for both the rapid tuning
region and the conventional ‘PM-tuning’ region. The width of the tuning range
is mainly determined by the steepness of the tuning curve in the rapid tuning
region, depending on the finesse. This is illustrated in Figure 43, where the
simplified tuning curves are presented for the conventional ‘planar mirror (PM)
tuning’, the tuning with a high-finesse FP etalon and the tuning with a lowfinesse FP etalon (cf. also Figure 40).
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Figure 42. Wavelength tuning region as the function of the reflectance of the FP
mirrors (for both tuning regions).

Figure 43. Illustration of the relation between the tuning range, the slope of the
tuning (in the rapid tuning region), and the finesse.
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4.3.1.4 Wavelength tuning and the external cavity length
Now let us look at how the external cavity length affects the wavelength tuning
in the rapid tuning region of the FP-ESEC laser. The overall ‘large scale’
behavior of the tuning range with the increasing external cavity length is very
similar to the PM-ESEC lasers, and therefore the analysis presented in Section
4.2 will not be repeated here. However, on a smaller scale, the wavelength
tuning of the FP-ESEC laser is highly dependent on the fine-tuning of the
external cavity length.
As seen in Figure 41, the rapid tuning of the wavelength of the FP-ESEC laser is
based on the change of the lasing point from one external cavity mode to the
next via a continuous path (the ‘bridge’) between the two modes. This ‘bridge’ is
formed by the additional phase revolution of the external reflectance within the
transmission band of the FP etalon. Now, the necessary conditions for the rapid
tuning to occur are that with the increasing FP etalon length 1) the lasing
wavelength must initially be in the EC mode on the short-wavelength side of the
gain band of the laser and 2) the ‘bridge’ must be formed at the center of the
gain band. Since the external cavity length determines the locations of the
external cavity modes in the wavelength space, both of these conditions are
affected by changing the external cavity length.
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‘Down-tuning’

‘Jumpy tuning’

‘Jumpy
tuning’

‘Downtuning’

‘Uptuning’

‘Down-tuning’

‘Downtuning’

‘Up-tuning’

Figure 44. The influence of small changes in the EC length on the behavior of
the rapid tuning. In the middle, the wavelength tuning range is plotted as the
function of the EC length. One half – a wavelength cycle on the EC length is
covered in the figure. The images on the top and bottom rows show examples of
the tuning curves on various EC lengths. Three different types of tuning behavior
can be distinguished: ‘up-tuning’ (preferred), ‘down-tuning’, and ‘jumpy
tuning’. The preferred ‘up-tuning’ region covers only a small proportion of the
EC lengths.
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Figure 44 shows the wavelength tuning range as the function of the external
cavity length on the rapid tuning region of the FP-ESEC laser. Included in the
figure is a half a wavelength cycle of the external cavity length. Almost the same
pattern is repeated outside the plotted area. Also included in the figure are
samples of the tuning curves within the plotted range of the external cavity
lengths.
Three different regions of the wavelength tuning are highlighted in the figure: 1)
an ‘up-tuning’ region, which, according to our definition, is the true ‘rapid
tuning’ discussed in the previous sections, 2) a ‘jumpy tuning’ region and 3) a
‘down-tuning’ region. In the up-tuning region, the tuning starts from an EC
mode in the shorter wavelengths and tunes up to the next EC mode as shown in
Figure 45, where the tuning curve is overlaid with the gray-scale presentation of
the effective reflectance. In the jumpy tuning region, the wavelength is jumping
back and forth between the two EC modes. In the down-tuning region, the
wavelength stays within one EC mode and is just somewhat disturbed by the FP
transmission band sweeping over the mode. The up-tuning region is preferred
due to the longest and smoothest tuning range.

Figure 45. Up-tuning, jumpy-tuning, and down-tuning curves overlaid with the
corresponding effective reflectance diagrams to explain the different tuning
behaviors.
Figure 44 and Figure 45 are calculated for a low-finesse FP etalon with an 80 %
mirror reflectance. Figure 46 shows the tuning range as the function of the
external cavity length for a higher-finesse FP etalon. Here the FP mirror
reflectance was 95 %. Three things have happened in this curve compared to the
low-finesse configuration. First, the tuning range in the up-tuning region has
increased. This was discussed in the previous section. Second, the tuning range
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in the down-tuning region has decreased. Third, the up-tuning range has
narrowed, which is maybe the most important result in this analysis.
In the low-finesse configuration, the up-tuning region is about one fourth of the
half-a-wavelength period, whereas, in the high finesse configuration, the uptuning region is only about one seventh of the period. In the units of the external
cavity length, this means that, in the low-finesse configuration, the FP must be
positioned within ~200 nm range and, in the high-finesse configuration, within
~100 nm range in any one of the periods to achieve the rapid up-tuning. If the
external cavity length is randomly selected, rather than actively adjusted, this
means a probability of ¼ for a low-finesse configuration and the probability of
1/7 for a high-finesse configuration to end-up in the up-tuning region.

‘Up-tuning’

Figure 46. The tuning range as the function of the external cavity length for a
higher-finesse FP etalon (RFP = 95 %), cf. Figure 44, where ( RFP = 80 %).
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Figure 47 shows one more issues related to the rapid up-tuning of the
wavelength in the FP-ESEC laser configuration. The actual tuning range even
within the up-tuning range is highly sensitive to the external cavity length. In
Figure 47, the tuning curves are shown for the extreme ends of the up-tuning
range for the low-finesse configuration. The change of 150 nm in the external
cavity length leads to a shift of 5 nm in the tuning range, which is more than 1/3
of the total tuning range in this configuration. The analysis shows that the
desired rapid up-tuning region is thus very difficult to find and regulate without
an active and very accurate adjustment of the external cavity length.

Figure 47. The variation of the tuning curve with small changes to the EC length
in the rapid tuning region of an FP-ESEC laser.
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4.3.2 Wavelength tuning experiments with the FP-ESEC laser
Sidorin et al. [95, 70, 72] and Heikkinen et al. [14, 96] have presented
experimental work on laser tuning with an FP-ESEC configuration. Sidorin et al.
[95, 70, 72] observed and characterized the rapid tuning region. Heikkinen et al.
[14, 96] mainly used the conventional planar-mirror-type of tuning, but using the
additional phase revolution in the FP resonance band to achieve a single mode
laser operation. In the following, we will take a look at the measurements based
on the work of Heikkinen et al. [96].
4.3.2.1 Measurement set-ups
The measurements of the wavelength tuning in the FP-ESEC configuration
shown in the following work were done with two (pre-) prototypes of a FP-ESEC
tunable laser. A detailed description of the prototypes is out of the scope of this
work (see Heikkinen [96]), but we will now give an overview of the set-up. The
prototypes were built on an LTCC (low temperature co-fired ceramics) substrate.
The FP-ESEC laser was composed of a 1550-nm InGaAsP/InP laser (Laser 1 in
Table 1, p. 30) and a silicon micromachined FP etalon. In the first prototype,
shown in Figure 48, the external cavity length could be adjusted via the thermal
expansion by changing the temperature of a copper plate carrying the laser. In the
second prototype, Figure 49, we used a piezoelectric component to change the
external cavity length. The operating temperature of the laser was controlled by
using a thermo-electric cooler. The laser light was coupled to an optical fiber with
a coupling lens. In the first prototype, this coupling was done through the external
cavity, but in the second prototype via the back facet (the facet opposite the
ESEC) of the laser. The spectrum of the light was monitored with an optical
spectrum analyzer. A photo-diode was used to monitor the laser power.
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Figure 48. The first prototype of the tunable laser. 1 – laser diode, 2 –
micromachined FP etalon (behind the mounting plate), 3 – monitoring photo
diode, 4 – laser substrate, 5 – thermoelectric cooler, 6 – copper plate and
heater, 7 – coupling lens, 8 – optical fiber, 9 – LTCC substrate with mounting
features. The size of the prototype is about 6 cm × 3 cm.

Figure 49. The second prototype.
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The structure of the silicon micromachined FP etalon is shown in Figure 50 [97,
98]. The etalon consists of two mirrors composed of quarter wavelength layers
of polysilicon and silicon dioxide. The lower mirror is in a fixed position,
whereas the upper mirror can be moved towards the lower mirror by applying a
voltage between the mirrors. The movement of the upper mirror is caused by
electrostatic force. The FP etalon operates in the third order. The (theoretical)
mirror reflectance of the FP etalon is 98.7 %.

Figure 50. Structure of the silicon micromachined FP etalon. The arrow
indicates the direction of the movement of the upper mirror due to the
electrostatic force.

4.3.2.2 Conventional mirror tuning with FP etalon
We will now show some tuning results at the conventional mirror-tuning region
that are measured using the second prototype. Figure 51 shows the measurement
of the principal lasing wavelength versus the piezo voltage. Here, the external
cavity length is tuned with the piezo, not the FP etalon length. The voltage of the
piezo changes the external cavity length linearly, decreasing the external cavity
length with the increasing voltage. The voltage change of 40 V corresponds
roughly to an 800-nm change in the external cavity length. The tuning range is
about 13 nm. The resulting tuning curve shows nice linear behavior with the
piezo voltage.
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Figure 51. Principal lasing wavelength versus the piezo voltage measured with
the second tunable laser prototype.
The piezo tuning, shown in Figure 51 is an example of the wavelength tuning of
the semiconductor laser in the PM-ESEC configuration. In the FP etalon tuning,
the piezo was used to adjust the initial external cavity length for the tuning with
the FP etalon length. Figure 52 shows two examples of the wavelength tuning
using the FP etalon length on the conventional mirror tuning region, with
different piezo voltages. The horizontal axis represents the voltage between the
mirrors of the FP etalon. The functionality between the voltage and the FP etalon
length is non-linear, leading to the increasing slope of the tuning towards the
higher voltages (for the actual functionality, see e.g. [95]). Changing the voltage
from 0 V to 34 V, the upper mirror moves less than 400 nm, leading to the
tuning range of 6 nm, which is about half of the tuning range observed with the
piezo tuning.
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Figure 52. Principal lasing wavelength versus the FP control voltage in the
conventional mirror-tuning region measured with the second tunable laser
prototype for two different piezo voltages.

4.3.2.3 Rapid tuning region
Unfortunately, the mirror reflectance of the micromachined FP etalon was too
high to get a proper wavelength tuning in the rapid tuning region. The
experimental results are, however, in line with the simulations with the highfinesse FP etalons. The rapid tuning has been earlier observed by Sidorin et al.
[70, 95, 72]. Figure 53 shows some of our trials to find the rapid tuning region
using the first prototype. The measured principal (peak) wavelength of the
laser’s spectrum is shown as the function of the FP control voltage. The three
curves are plotted for different temperatures of the copper plate that was used to
tune the external cavity length with the thermal expansion. The hotter the copper
was, the longer the external cavity length was. The temperatures thus represent
different external cavity lengths.
The tuning curves in Figure 53 indicate that no continuous ‘up-tuning’ was
found. (‘Up-tuning’ is a term adopted in the previous section referring to the
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tuning to the longer wavelengths with the increasing FP etalon length – here the
increasing FP voltage decreases the FP etalon length.) Closest to that is the
tuning curve for 34 °C, where the wavelength is somewhat decreased before the
laser operation jumps to the shorter wavelengths. For the lower copper
temperature (24 °C) the FP resonance causes a slight dip in the tuning curve
close to the FP control voltage of 39 V. For the higher temperature (38 °C), the
down-jump occurs at the low FP voltages, and the FP resonance causes only a
slight change in the wavelength close to 39.5 V.

Figure 53. Trials to find the rapid tuning region using an FP etalon with too
high finesse in the first tunable laser prototype. The principal lasing wavelength
is plotted versus the FP control voltage.
The tuning curves of Figure 53 have been reconstructed with simulations in
Figure 54. Note that the horizontal axis in the figure has been reversed to help
the comparison. The purpose of this reconstruction was not to find a perfect
match, but to show that the theory qualitatively predicts all of these possibilities
in the tuning of a high-finesse FP etalon. Comparing the two figures, we can
conclude that all the main features of the measurements mentioned above are
repeated in the simulations.
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Figure 54. Simulation of the tuning curves for a high-finesse FP etalon.
The left side of Figure 55 shows examples of the measured spectra of the FPESEC laser operating at different FP control voltages. At the top figure, the
lasing point is on the long-wavelength EC mode. At the center figure, a ‘bridge’
is formed between the two EC modes. Because of the high finesse of the FP
etalon, the true EC modes are not suppressed enough and we can see three peaks
in the spectrum: the EC mode on the long wavelengths, the ‘bridge’ between
these modes, and the EC mode on the short wavelengths. At the bottom figure,
the FP voltage is further decreased, and now the lasing is operating on the shortwavelength EC mode. On the right side of Figure 55 the spectra have been
reconstructed by the simulations. A simulated spectral image of the tuning is
shown in Figure 56.
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Figure 55. Measurements (left) and simulations (right) of the laser spectrum for
the FP-ESEC laser with a high-finesse FP etalon. The rows correspond to
different values of the FP etalon length.
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Figure 56. Simulated spectral image of the tuning of the FP-ESEC laser using a
high-finesse FP etalon.

4.3.3 Conclusions
We used our laser model to analyze the tuning characteristics of an FP-ESEC
laser. The analysis shows that two different tuning regions can be found: the
conventional mirror tuning and the rapid tuning regions. The wavelength
behavior of the rapid tuning region is very sensitive to the design parameters of
the system, especially to the mirror reflectivity of the FP and the external cavity
length. It was shown that without an accurate adjustment of the external cavity
length, it is very difficult to apply the rapid tuning region efficiently.
The experimental results on the wavelength tuning with the FP-ESEC
configuration were presented. The conventional mirror-tuning region was
demonstrated. Unfortunately, the rapid tuning region was not observed, due to
the high finesse of the FP etalon used in the experiments. The observed behavior
of the laser spectrum was, however, well in line with the simulations for the
high-finesse FP etalons, giving qualitative proof for the simulation method.
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4.4 Wavelength tuning profilometry
The third example of the use of the ESEC lasers is the use of the wavelength
tuning of the ESEC laser in the measurement of surface profiles. In this
measurement configuration, the laser diode is brought to close proximity of the
surface to be measured (see Figure 57). Some part of the light emitted by the
laser is reflected from the surface and coupled back to the laser cavity. The
surface thus acts as an external reflector. As seen in the previous sections, the
lasing wavelength is very sensitive to the changes in the length of the external
cavity via the changes of the phase of the external reflection. This fact can be
used to determine the changes in the distance between the laser facet and the
external reflector surface just by monitoring the wavelength of the laser. By
scanning the surface with the laser ‘flying’ very close to the surface and
monitoring the lasing wavelength, we can get a detailed picture of the profile of
the surface. This measurement system is called wavelength tuning profilometry
in the ESEC configuration [9].

Figure 57. Schematic picture of the ESEC configuration for the wavelength
tuning profilometry.
The previous two examples of the use of the ESEC lasers were based on planar
external mirrors. The Gaussian beam approximation and the results from the
PM-ESEC in Section 4.2 can be used to give the first order estimate of the
laser’s operation point with a certain surface profile. However, the planar mirror
approach will only take into account the change in the distance between the laser
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and the measured surface. A non-planar surface will also change the wavefront
of the reflected laser beam, which has to be taken into account in the analysis if
the surface profile has high spatial frequency components.
In this section we will first analyze the wavelength tuning profilometry from the
viewpoint of the planar mirror approach. After that we will present some results
of surface profile measurements with this method, and finally we use FDTD
simulations of the electromagnetic fields close to the surface to explain some of
the features observed in the measurements.

4.4.1 Analysis with the planar mirror approach
We will now study the ‘first-order’ properties of the wavelength tuning
profilometry. The main results that we want to get from this analysis are the
limiting factors affecting the resolution on the depth of the profile and the lateral
resolution on the surface. We will also discuss the optimal configuration for the
measurements.
The limiting factors for the resolution in the profile depth direction are the
longitudinal mode structure of the laser and the tuning range per one half-awavelength cycle in the external cavity length. The functionality of the
sensitivity of the laser’s wavelength to the change of the external cavity length is
in linear approximation dzEC/dλ = λf /(2∆λ), where ∆λ is the wavelength tuning
range, λf is the wavelength of the free-running laser (peak wavelength of the
gain). The wavelength tuning is ‘quantized’ by the longitudinal modes of the
laser. The mode separation, i.e. the smallest detectable change in the wavelength
is ∆λm ≈ λ2 /(2nL), where L is the length of the laser diode, and n is the effective
refractive index of the laser waveguide. This mode separation and the sensitivity
of the laser give the smallest detectable change in the external cavity length:
∆zEC,min = dzEC/dλ ∆λm = λf /(2∆λ) λ2 /(2nL) ≈ λ3 /(4 n L ∆λ ). As the basis of this
analysis, a short wavelength laser is preferable in this application even if the
tuning range ∆λ scales with the wavelength.
In the following experiments, we used a 790-nm GaAs laser (Laser 2 in Table 1,
p. 30). The wavelength tuning measured for this laser in the PM-ESEC
configuration is shown in Figure 33. The maximal tuning range of the laser was
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about 12 nm, giving the estimated profile depth resolution of 6 nm (n = 3.6, L =
500 µm).
The non-linearity of the laser tuning causes some uncertainty to the depth
measurements. In principle, the non-linearity can be compensated by calibration
and data processing, but in practice that may be difficult, since so many factors
(temperature, surface reflectance) affect the shape of the tuning curve on the
non-linear tuning region. One way to estimate the accuracy of the depth
measurement is to remember that the half-a-wavelength periods in the external
cavity length are well pronounced in the wavelength measurements. Those halfa-wavelength periods can thus be used as the basic ‘measuring sticks’ on the
profile measurements. Even though there is some non-linearity in the tuning, we
can estimate that one tenth or one twentieth of the one half-a-wavelength cycle
can be resolved. That will give us the accuracy estimate of 20–40 nm for the
profile depth measured with the 790-nm laser diode.
To estimate the lateral resolution, we can consider the size of the laser beam on
the surface. The 1/e2 beam width ωx for a Gaussian beam is given with Equation
(65). In our case the beam waist is about 1 µm x 3 µm, giving the estimated
beam width depicted in Figure 58. (The CD track separation added to the figure
will be used in the next section.)
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Figure 58. The spot size of the Gaussian beams on the surface of the external
reflector as the function of the external cavity length. The beam-waist radii are
indicated with ω0. A CD track separation is shown in the image to indicate the
need for very short external cavity lengths in the DSLR configuration.

The optimal ‘flying height’ of the laser above the measured surface depends on
three factors. 1) The aim for high depth resolution of the measurement drives the
flying height towards the largest tuning ranges that are found on the non-linear
tuning region (see Figure 28). 2) The accuracy of the measurement drives the
flying height to the linear tuning region of the laser, i.e. towards large external
cavity lengths. 3) The aim for high lateral resolution drives the flying height to
the reduced tuning region, i.e. towards short external cavity lengths. Since there
is no ‘common ground’ for these factors, the system can be optimized for one or
two of these needs at a time depending on what are the most important
requirements for the measurement.
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4.4.2 Profile measurements via wavelength tuning
Let us now look at the experimental results of the wavelength tuning
profilometry. The experiments were done using the 790-nm GaAs laser (Laser 2
in Table 1, p. 30). The target surface was a sinusoidal surface relief grating,
etched to glass, and coated with a thin layer of gold to increase the reflectivity.
Various grating periods were used in the measurements. We will show the
measurement results for two grating types with the periods 30 µm and 5 µm.
The laser was mounted in a fixed position and the target grating was mounted on
a nanopositioning system. The light emitted from the back facet of the laser (the
facet opposite to the ESEC) was directed to an optical spectrum analyzer via an
optical fiber. Both the optical spectrum analyzer and the nanopositioning system
were controlled with a computer, and the measurement data was automatically
acquired and saved on the computer memory. The laser was brought to close
proximity of the target by manually controlling the nanopositioning system. The
external cavity length was estimated to be about 5 µm, indicated by the width of
the tuning range. During the measurement the target was automatically moved in
small steps in the direction perpendicular to the grating lines. After each step, the
spectrum was measured and saved on the computer.
Figure 59 shows the spectrum of the laser (in vertical direction) as the function
of the scan position. The levels of gray represent the values of the spectral
density of the optical power. Note that the wavelength scale is increasing
towards the bottom of the figure. Starting from the left side of the figure, there is
a short section of constant signal (which is the planar top surface of the
substrate, where the grating is etched). After that the wavelength starts to
increase, indicating an increase in the external cavity length. The increase
continues for five cycles of the half-a-wavelength tuning periods. After that the
external cavity length starts to decrease and that decrease continues for a little
more than five cycles, and so on. What we see in this spectral image is actually
the profile of the grating mapped to the laser wavelength in the half-awavelength tuning periods.
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Figure 59. Spectrum of the laser as the function of the scan position on a surface
relief grating in the wavelength tuning profilometry configuration. The spectral
density is shown in gray scale. Note that the wavelength scale is reversed.
Each of the half-a-wavelength tuning periods corresponds to a 2π shift in the
phase of the external reflection. In Figure 60, we have converted the wavelength
data of Figure 59 to the phase of the external reflectance and added multiples of
2π to the phase. Now the measured profile of the grating lines is already visible.
This intermediate step is used later when comparing the FDTD simulations to
the measurement. The final step is to convert each of the 2π sections to a half-awavelength change in the external cavity length and remove the excess orders of
the phase. The result is the grating profile shown in Figure 61.

Figure 60. Phase diagram for the external reflection based on the wavelength
data shown in Figure 59.
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Figure 61. The surface profile of a grating measured using the wavelength
tuning profilometry technique (LD measurement) compared to a measurement
done with a commercial white light interferometer (WYKO measurement). Some
features of the measured profile are highlighted in the image.
Figure 61 also shows the grating profile measured with a commercial white light
interferometer (WYKO). The comparison of these two measurements shows a
relatively good similarity of results. The major difference between these two
measurements is that the wavelength tuning periods can still be seen in the
ESEC measurement. That gives some non-existent surface structure to the
measured profile. With a proper transformation routine from the wavelength to
the phase, this effect can possibly be diminished. Here, we have used a simple
linear mapping between the wavelength and the phase. Another difference in the
profiles is the phase discontinuity at the bottom of the grating line. That effect is
physical in nature. It is caused by the bottom of the grating that focuses the
reflected light. This causes phase discontinuities near the focus seen in the
profile. This mechanism is proved later on with the FDTD analysis.
The experiment described above was done with a grating with the periodicity of
30-µm and the depth of 2 µm. Figure 62 shows the measured phase diagram for
a grating with the same depth but with the periodicity of 5 µm. Here, no trace is
left of the profile of the grating. We will next use FDTD calculations to find out
why the signal disappears with the short grating periods.
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Figure 62. Phase diagram for the external reflection based on the wavelength
tuning measurement of a dense grating. The information of the surface profile is
lost.

4.4.3 FDTD simulations of the fields close to the surface
We used a two-dimensional scalar finite difference time domain (FDTD) code
[99] to simulate the optical fields of the laser light in the vicinity of the grating
surface. In this simple model, the laser source was modeled as a ‘hard source’
(see [57]) using a constant amplitude distribution over the source area. The
problem with the hard source is that it reflects the optical fields in the
simulation. The grating was modeled as a high-index material, providing
relatively high reflectivity. Absorbing boundaries (simple Murr ABC model
[57]) were applied to the margins of the calculation grid.
The result of the FDTD calculation is the total field distribution in the system.
The incident and the scattered components are not separated. To calculate the
phase and the amplitude distribution of the reflected component, the nonreflected incident component of the field has to be removed. This was done by
first calculating the steady state optical fields for an isolated laser, and then
subtracting this isolated component from the fields that were calculated with the
grating in place. The calculated scalar electric field of the isolated laser is shown
in Figure 63. The amplitude of the electric field is shown on the left and the
relative phase is shown on the right side of the figure.
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Figure 63. Scalar FDTD simulation of the light beam emitted by a solitary laser;
(left) amplitude of the optical field; (right) phase of the optical field.
First we calculated the optical fields for a coarse grating. The resulting field
distribution is shown in Figure 64. On the left panel is the total field and on the
right panel is the reflected part of the field. Both amplitude and phase are shown
in the figures. The grating period in the simulations was 12 µm and the depth of
the grating was 2 µm. The wavelength used in the simulations was 790 nm.
Focus

Figure 64. Scalar FDTD simulation of the field distribution of the laser scanning
the long-period grating; (left) the amplitude and the phase of the total electric
field; (right) the amplitude and the phase of the reflected electric field. The focus
produced by the convex part of the grating can be seen in the image.
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Figure 64 is just one snapshot from the scan of the grating, but it already shows
some significant features. One of the features is the focus that is formed by the
concave bottom of the grating. At the focus, the cross-waves of the reflected
light generate an area with a high intensity but also form discontinuities in the
phase distribution. These discontinuities were seen in the measured profile of the
grating in Figure 61.
Another feature shown in Figure 64 is the numerical reflectance of the hard
source that generates a low-amplitude standing wave between the grating and the
source. That artificial reflectance generates some fluctuation to the phase near
the source. This fluctuation is weak enough not to disturb the qualitative analysis
of the system and can be interpreted as being caused by the reflectivity of the
laser facet.
To calculate the changes in the reflected phase when the grating is scanned with
the laser, we did a series of simulations with varying the lateral position of the
grating relative to the laser. From each of these simulations, we saved the phase
data from a narrow stripe extending from the laser source to the surface of the
grating. From these narrow stripes of phase information we constructed the
diagram showed in Figure 65. That diagram shows how the phase profile of the
electric field directly in front of the laser (in the space between the laser and the
grating) will change when the grating is scanned. This diagram shows relatively
smooth changes in the phase profile as the function of the scan position.

Figure 65. Diagram of the phase profile directly in front of the laser (in the
space between the laser and the grating) for the long-period grating as the
function of the scan position.
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To get a diagram of the reflected phase on the laser facet, similar to the
measured phase diagram in Figure 60, we used the phase information from a
horizontal line close to the laser source in Figure 65. The resulting phase
diagram is shown in Figure 66. The simulated phase diagram and the measured
diagram are very similar. Even the phase discontinuity caused by the focusing is
shown in both cases.

Figure 66. Simulated phase diagram of the reflected field close to the surface of
the laser for the long-period grating. The diagram is very similar to the diagram
on the phase measured via the wavelength tuning experiment (see Figure 60).
One feature that is worth noting is the shape of the phase profile. The top parts
of the grating lines are round, U-shaped, whereas the bottom parts of the grating
lines are sharp, V-shaped. This same shape is repeated in the measurements (cf.
Figure 60 and Figure 61) in the ESEC configuration, but also in the
measurements that are done with the commercial white light interferometer
(WYKO, Figure 61). According to the simulations, both of these methods thus
seem to have difficulties in reproducing the actual sinusoidal shape of the
grating.
Next, we did similar simulations for a grating with the periodicity of about 4 µm.
The simulated fields for that grating are shown in Figure 67, the diagram on the
phase in front of the laser as the function of the scanning position is shown in
Figure 68 and the phase diagram for the external reflection is shown in Figure
69. All of these diagrams show that the phase distribution is disturbed so
severely by the dense grating structure that the profile information is lost. The
(multiple) reflections from the surface are producing cross-waves that destroy
the smooth phase distribution. The phase diagrams of Figure 62 and Figure 69
are very similar, and this simulation explains very well the experimental results
with the dense grating.
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Figure 67. Scalar FDTD simulation of the field distribution of the laser scanning
the short-period grating; (left) the amplitude and phase of the total electric field;
(right) the amplitude and phase of the reflected electric field. The phase
distribution is severely distorted by the grating.

Figure 68. Diagram on the phase profile directly in front of the laser (in the
space between the laser and the grating) for the short-period grating as the
function of the scan position.

Figure 69. Simulated phase diagram of the reflected field close to the surface of
the laser for the short-period grating. The diagram is, again, very similar to the
diagram on the phase measured via the wavelength tuning experiment (see
Figure 62).
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Let us now conclude the results of the experiments and simulations of the
wavelength tuning profilometry using the ESEC configuration. The most
important result is the proof of the measuring principle. It is possible to measure
the surface profile with this method. However, the surface must be smooth
enough not to produce cross-waves that will distort the phase signal carried by
the reflected light. In addition, the reflectance of the surface must be nearly
constant which can be deduced from Figure 30 and Figure 31.

4.5 Direct semiconductor laser readout in optical data
storage
Next, let us consider the use of the ESEC laser configuration in the reading and
writing of data marks in the optical data storage. We will study an optical
read/write system where the front facet of a semiconductor laser is brought very
close to the recorded surface of an optical disk (see Figure 70). Some of the light
emitted by the laser is reflected back to the laser cavity from the data layer of the
disk, i.e. the disk operates as an external reflector in an ESEC configuration. The
external reflection is modulated by the recorded data marks when the disk is
scanned with the laser. The laser reacts to the changing feedback by changing its
operation point, which causes changes in the bias voltage, the optical output
power, and the wavelength, as seen in the previous sections. The changes in the
laser operation are monitored by analyzing the light emitted from the back facet
of the laser. Increasing the power of the laser, the data marks can also be
recorded to the optical disk. To implement this read/write system, the laser will
be mounted on a slider flying close to the data surface of the disk. We use the
term direct semiconductor laser readout (DSLR) for this read/write head
configuration.
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Figure 70. Schematic illustration of the DSLR system.
The EC configuration was first suggested for use in optical data storage by
Mitsuhashi et al. [26, 1, 39] in the early 1980’s. The first DSLR systems
utilizing the ESEC configuration were proposed by Ukita et al. [82] in the late
1980’s. After that, DSLR has been studied by several research groups [8, 10, 13,
77, 78, 15, 50, 79, 80, 83, 84, 85]. The introduction of very small aperture lasers
(VSAL) has brought the DSLR technique closer to the high data densities
achieved with the other storage techniques [8, 13, 86, 87, 15, 88, 89, 90, 92].
The DSLR method has also been used with the vertical cavity surface emitting
lasers (VCSELs) [64, 81, 63].
In Section 4.5.1, we will study how we can enhance and optimize the operation
of the DSLR system by taking the full advance of the ESEC laser dynamics.
Previously only the laser power or the bias voltage has been monitored to
produce the playback signal. We will propose some ways to apply the
wavelength tuning effects to enhance the playback signal. In Section 4.5.2, we
will use the combination of our laser model and the FDTD modeling to simulate
and compare the operations of conventional edge emitting semiconductor lasers
and very small aperture lasers (VSAL) in the DSLR configuration.
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4.5.1 Enhancements in direct semiconductor laser readout
In this section we will review and deepen the work presented in [10].
4.5.1.1 Modeling methods
In this analysis of the DSLR, we modeled the optical disk as a planar reflector
that had ‘data marks’ on it. The data marks were modeled as areas with a
different reflectivity than the background. A Gaussian beam was used to model
the laser output, and the laser’s waveguide mode. The effective reflectance was
calculated using the Fourier optics (see Section 3.3.4). The angular spectrum
decomposition was used for modeling the beam propagation from the disk
surface to the laser facet. The overlap integrals on the laser facet were calculated
numerically from the complex-valued matrices containing the sampled field
distributions for the reflected field and the waveguide mode. Figure 71 shows an
example of the simulation of the fields. The top row shows the amplitude of the
reflected field on the disk surface and the bottom row shows the corresponding
field on the laser facet. The data mark is seen on the top row as a rectangular
high-reflectance area on the low-reflectance background.

Figure 71. Example of the simulation of the fields reflected from the optical disk
with data marks on the surface. The top row shows the amplitude of the reflected
field on the disk surface and the bottom row shows the corresponding field on
the laser facet.
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In some simulations, Babinet’s principle was used to decrease the simulation
time. The area of the optical disk was divided into the background and the path
for the data mark (see Figure 72). The path of the data mark was divided into
small areas Ai, i = 1…N. The data mark was composed by changing the
reflectance of some of these areas from the ‘background’ values to the ‘data
mark’ values as indicated in Figure 72. The coupling coefficients were
calculated individually for the background and each of the areas Ai. The
coupling coefficient for the whole reflected field was calculated as the sum of
the coupling coefficients for the partial fields (from the partial areas), weighted
with the reflectivity of each area.

Figure 72. The spatial division of the surface of the optical disk used with
Babinet’s principle to calculate the effective reflectances for the passing data
marks.

4.5.1.2 Comments on the flying height
Most of the analysis of the external cavity length, presented in Section 4.4.1 for
the wavelength tuning profilometry, applies to the DSLR, too. Here we are very
interested in the lateral resolution of the scanning system, and therefore we want
the external cavity length (the flying height) to be as short as possible. Figure 58
shows the Gaussian beam full width half maximum (FWHM) value as the
function of the external cavity length for a 790-nm GaAs laser. To achieve
resolutions below the CD track separation, also shown in the figure, the external
cavity length should be smaller than 2 µm.
The measured quantity whose sensitivity we want to optimize may be the change
in the wavelength, but it may as well be the optical power or the bias voltage, or
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any combination of these. Traditionally in the DSLR systems, the bias voltage or
the optical power has been monitored. The wavelength changes decrease in the
smallest ESEC lengths, but the power and the voltage changes, and the overall
sensitivity to the changes in the external reflectance will also increase with the
decreasing ESEC lengths. Therefore, the lowest flying height i.e. the shortest
possible external cavity lengths are usually preferable. The only exception to this
is the signal’s possible dependence on the interference effects between the
internal and the external reflectivities. In that case, the flying height has to be
fixed on a defined value giving the best signal. Some examples of this are shown
in the following sections.
4.5.1.3 Various types of read signals
Various types of read signals can be formed by changing the design parameters of
the ESEC configuration. The physical coding usually used in the optical data
storage is so-called modulation coding, where the data is encoded in the lengths of
the marks recorded on the disk. The marks are areas on the data layer of the disk
that have different reflectance compared to the background. The reflectance
difference can be on the amplitude or the phase of the reflectance depending on
the media used. As the disk is spinning at a constant speed, the data signal is
detected in time frames of length T. The mark lengths usually start from 3T and,
depending on the coding, can go e.g. up to 11T or 13T. In the modulation coding,
the change from the mark to the background area or vice versa within the time
frame means a physical channel bit ‘1’, no change means a channel bit ‘0’.
Let us study the influence of the various design parameters on the signal using
the effective reflectivity of the ESEC. The optical power from the back facet of
the ESEC laser is roughly proportional to the amplitude of the effective
reflectance of the ESEC (see Figure 20). With the short ESEC lengths the
amplitude of the effective reflectance is only weakly dependent on the
wavelength, so that we can neglect the spectral effects at this point. Figure 73
introduces a ‘mark scan diagram’, where the values of the effective reflectance
are plotted on the complex plane. When the mark is scanned with the beam, the
reflectivity draws a trajectory on the complex plane. That trajectory is shown in
the ‘scan diagram’. The trajectory starts from the point representing the effective
reflectance caused by the background area of the disk. On the opposite end of
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the trajectory is the effective reflectance on the mark center. As the mark passes
the scanning beam the effective reflectivity value moves on the trajectory first
towards the mark center value as indicated with an arrow in Figure 73. After the
mark center passes the scanning beam, the reflectivity value moves back to the
background value along the trajectory. The ‘scan diagram’ can be used to
understand the relationship between the signal produced by the laser and the
various design parameters of the DSLR system.

Figure 73. Mark-scan diagram representing the movement of the value of the
effective reflectance on the complex plane when a data mark is scanned with the
laser.
The background value and the mark-center value of the effective reflectance can
be written in a functional form using Babinet’s principle. In Figure 74, the
optical disk’s data surface has been divided into the background area and the
data-mark area. The data-mark area is co-centered with the readout beam. Now,
we can calculate the partial coupling coefficients for the background area, CBG,
and the mark area, Cmark, numerically using e.g. the Fourier optics. Applying
Babinet’s principle, we can write the effective reflectance as the superposition of
these partial coupling coefficients multiplied by the corresponding reflectivities,
i.e. the reflectivity of the mark-area, rmark, and the reflectivity of the background
area rBG. For the mark-center value of the effective reflectance we get:
2
(rBG C BG + rmark C mark ),
reff , mark center = rint + t int
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(87)

and for the background value, setting the reflectivity of the mark area equal to
rBG, we get:
2
(rBG C BG + rBG C mark ) .
reff ,background = rint + t int

(88)

2
(rmark − rBG )C mark .
reff ,mark center = reff ,background + t int

(89)

Note, that

Figure 74. The division of the data surface of the disk into the background area
and the mark area for the calculation of the mark-center and the background
values for the effective reflectance. The data mark is co-centered with the
readout beam.
Figure 75 represents the most important influences of the design parameters on
the trajectory on the scan diagram. The mark size (via the coupling coefficient
Cmark) and the reflectivity difference between the mark and the background (rmark
– rBG) define the length of the trajectory, i.e. the relative locations of the
background reflectivity point and the mark-center reflectivity point on the
diagram. Note that here the reflectivity difference takes into account the phase of
the reflectivity as well as the amplitude. The largest reflectivity difference
between the mark and the background is thus achieved with a unit reflectivity in
both the mark area and the background area, but with a phase shift of π between
the mark and the background.
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Figure 75. The influence of the various design parameters on the readout signal
illustrated using the mark-scan diagrams. The readout signal is roughly
proportional to the amplitude of the effective reflectance.
The effective reflectance of the ESEC also depends on the internal reflectance of
the laser facet (rint) that adds up with the external reflectance, and the external
cavity length that defines the phase of the external reflectance. The change in the
amplitude of the internal reflectance moves the reflectance trajectory in the
direction defined by the phase of the internal reflectance. Usually the phase of
the internal reflectance is either 0 or π. If the amplitude of the internal
reflectance is changed, the trajectory in the scan diagram moves in the direction
of the real axis. The phase is included in the coupling coefficients Cmark and CBG.
Taking the phase term out of the coupling coefficients, the effective reflectance
can be written in an approximate form: reff ≈ rint + |rext|exp[iφER + i(2π/λ) 2zEC].
The external cavity length thus affects the phase of the external reflectance and
thus rotates the trajectory in the diagram. Large changes in the external cavity
length or the internal reflectivity will also affect the scaling (i.e. the length) of
the trajectory via the amplitude of the external reflectance |rext|.
To get the largest possible modulation to the signal, one end of the effective
reflectance trajectory should be in the origin of the scan diagram. That can be
theoretically done by first adjusting the external cavity length so that e.g. the
background value of the reflectivity is on the real axis of the diagram. Then the
internal reflectivity is changed to move the background value to the origin of the
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diagram. That will give a signal type similar to the central aperture detection
(CAD) used in the conventional optical data storage systems. In CAD, the signal
level directly reacts to the reflectivity of the media.
One practical approach to getting a high-modulation CAD signal is to use as low
an internal reflectance as possible and design the optical disk so that the
background reflectance is as close to zero as possible and the mark reflectance as
high as possible (see e.g. [82]). This system is very immune to the changes in the
external cavity length, since the interference between the internal and the
external reflections is minimal and the amplitude of the external reflectance
directly determines the amplitude of the effective reflectance.
Another useful signal type is an edge detection signal, resembling the rectified
split detection (RSD) in the conventional data storage systems. In the RSD, the
signal level reacts to the change of the reflectivity, i.e. the mark edge region will
give higher or lower signal value than either the background or the central area
of the mark. The RSD signal can be achieved in the DSLR system by adjusting
the external cavity length and the internal reflectivity so that the mid-point of the
scan-trajectory goes through the origin. In that case, the background and the
mark center will produce the same amplitude for the effective reflectance. Also,
a combination of the RSD and the CAD types can be built by fitting the design
parameters so that some other part of the scan trajectory than the mid point is at
the origin. The scan diagrams for the RSD type edge detection signal and the
CAD-signal are shown in Figure 76. Note that in Figure 76, the modulation of
the CAD signal is not optimized, i.e. the background reflectivity does not go to
zero.
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Figure 76. The design of the DSLR for edge detection and central aperture
detection signals using the mark-scan diagram.
In Figure 77 we show simulated examples of the various signal types achieved
by the change of just one design parameter, the internal reflectance [10]. The
simulations were done using the angular spectrum decomposition and applying
Babinet’s principle as described in Section 4.5.1.1. In these simulations we used
an ideal reflectance with unit amplitude and a phase sift of π between the mark
and the background. The flying height of the laser (the external cavity length)
was half a wavelength and the T (converted to the position on the disk) was
approximately one third of the wavelength (λ = 850 nm). The effective
reflectances for the marks of the length 3T, 5T, 7T, 9T, and 11T are shown as
the function of the scan position. By changing the internal reflectance from Rint
0.650 to Rint = 0.503 we were able to transform the CAD signal to the RSD
signal, these signals are shown in Figure 77a and b, correspondingly. An
intermediate reflectance value gives a combined CAD and RSD signal, an
example of which is shown in Figure 77 c.
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Figure 77. Examples of calculated effective reflectances for different types of
DSLR signals; a) CAD signal, b) RSD signal and c) intermediate form. All of
these signals are achieved by just changing the internal (laser facet) reflectance.

4.5.1.4 Wavelength tuning enhanced readout
The changes in the effective reflectance will cause changes both in the power
and the lasing wavelength. To see if the wavelength tuning effect can be used for
enhancing the direct semiconductor laser readout, we made a simulation of the
laser’s spectral behavior as a data pattern is scanned with the laser. The resulting
simulated spectrum is shown in Figure 78 as the function of the position of the
data mark. The spectrum shown in the figure is the envelope function of the
modal powers. The scanned mark pattern is shown on the lower right side of the
image. The mark had a ¾ π phase difference relative to the background. The
amplitude of the reflectance was unity. The laser was modeled as a GaAs laser
(Laser 3 in Table 1, p. 30) with the internal cavity length 400 µm. Both the back
and the front facet reflectances were 0.5 and the driving current was 100 mA.
The effective reflectance, shown in Figure 79, was calculated using the angular
spectrum decomposition method (but not Babinet’s principle because here we
wanted to take the rounded shape of the data marks into account) as described in
Section 4.5.1.1.
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Figure 78. Simulated spectrum of the laser as the function of the mark-scan position
in a DSLR configuration. The output power shown in the figure is the envelope
function for the modal powers. The scanned data-mark pattern, with a 3/4π phase
difference to the background, is shown in the lower right part of the figure.

Figure 79. The effective reflectance corresponding to the data-mark-scan shown
in Figure 78.
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As expected, both the power and the wavelength changes are seen in the
simulation as the mark pattern is scanned. The output power of the laser is
plotted in Figure 80. The total output power is relatively constant, but the power
from the back facet of the laser is clearly modulated by the data mark pattern.
Figure 81 shows the principal lasing wavelength of the laser. The lasing
wavelength is shifted by about 3 nm for the longer data marks and about 0.6 nm
for the shorter marks.
The wavelength shift enables the use of the technique that we call the
wavelength tuning enhanced readout (WTER). WTER can be realized e.g. by the
spectral filtering of the light before measuring the optical power. An example of
the WTER technique is given in Figure 80 and Figure 81. The third power curve
in Figure 80, labeled as WTER, is calculated by applying a high-pass filter with
the filter-edge at the wavelength 852.5 nm as shown in Figure 81. By applying
the WTER, the modulation of the readout signal (the WTER output power) is
considerably strengthened.

Figure 80. The total optical output power, the output power from the back facet of
the laser and the high-pass filtered WTER power as the function of the mark-scan
position for the readout in the DSLR configuration corresponding to Figure 78.
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Figure 81. The principal lasing wavelength as the function of the mark-scan
position, and the high-pass band edge used in the WTER configuration
corresponding to the DSLR system in Figure 78.

4.5.2 Comparison of conventional edge emitting lasers and very
small aperture lasers
In this section, we will review the work presented in references [8] and [13].
4.5.2.1 The combined laser-end model
We used a combination of the FDTD and the phenomenological laser model to
predict the operation of a direct semiconductor laser read/write system. With the
combined model, we calculated the electric fields, the power flow, and the
absorption characteristics in/near the extremely short external cavity (ESEC),
and also the output power and the optical spectrum of the laser. First, the
electromagnetic (EM) fields were calculated with the FDTD in the specified
system geometry. The energy flow (the Poynting vector) was calculated from the
EM fields, and the absorption density profiles were calculated from the energy
flow. The effective reflectance characteristics were extracted from the EM fields
as well, as described in Section 3.3.5. The effective reflectance data was inserted
into the phenomenological laser model to predict the laser's output power and
the operating wavelength.
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We used two-dimensional FDTD simulations to reduce the computation time.
The model can be expanded to three dimensions without any major changes.
Because the actual lasing power was not known when the FDTD code was run, a
normalized oscillating EM field source was first used in the FDTD simulations.
Thereby, only the absorption power density relative to the power of the
normalized EM source was known after the FDTD calculations. After the laser
simulation, the output power resulting from the phenomenological laser model
was used for re-scaling the EM field strengths to get e.g. the actual absorption
power density (see Section 3.2.3).
In the FDTD, the laser geometry was modeled as a simple slab waveguide using
only three layers. In the following example, the refractive indices of the
waveguide and the cladding were 3.37 and 3.2 respectively. The FDTD
simulations were carried on until the steady state was reached. The oscillation
wavelength of the laser was set to 1 µm and the width (confining thickness) of
the waveguide was also 1 µm. We performed the simulations in 2D space using
TM polarized waves. In TM mode, the electric field vector is perpendicular to
the calculation grid and three field components exist, namely Ez, Hx and Hy.
These assumptions describe the optical fields of an edge-emitting semiconductor
laser reasonably well.
The optical disk, functioning as the external reflector, was assumed to be a
stacked structure of thin material layers, consisting of a cover glass, a phase
change (PC) data layer, and a substrate. The refractive indices of these layers
were 1.5, 4.47+1.40i, and 1.5, respectively. The thicknesses of the cover and the
PC layers were 100 nm and 20 nm. The substrate extended beyond the
calculation boundary, being infinitely long in the simulation point of view. This
is a reasonable assumption, because the influence of the reflection from the back
surface of the substrate would be insignificant.
A typical ESEC laser geometry used in the FDTD models is shown in Figure 82
(left). A small section of the laser waveguide is shown in the left portion of the
figure. The waveguide is followed (towards the right) by the airgap and the three
material layers of the optical disk. The light is initialized to the zeroth order
transverse waveguide mode from the far-left end of the waveguide (see Figure
82). The disk structure and the airgap between the disk and the laser form the
external cavity.
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Figure 82. System geometries for the conventional FP-laser end (left) and the
VSAL configuration (right). The laser waveguide is shown as the dark part in the
center of the left-hand side of both of the figures, confined by the lighter-colored
cladding layers. The layers on the right-hand side of each of the figures are
(starting from the left) the air gap, the cover layer of the disk, the PC layer, and
the substrate. In the VSAL configuration (right) there are two additional layers
between the laser waveguide and the airgap: the insulating layer and the
metallic layer with the aperture.

4.5.2.2 Comparison of VSAL and conventional edge emitter
We used the laser model to compare the spot sizes and the power variation of a
conventional edge emitting laser and a very small aperture laser (VSAL). The
model for the conventional laser is shown in Figure 82 (left). This geometry was
explained in the previous section. Figure 82 (right) shows the VSAL
configuration. In the VSAL configuration, two layers have been added to the
laser geometry, an insulating layer and the metallic aperture. (In the 2D case, the
aperture is actually a narrow slit). Both of these added layers are 100 nm thick.
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The width of the aperture in the metallic layer is 300 nm. The refractive index of
the insulating layer was 1.5 and the metal layer was modeled as a material with a
very high permeability, which corresponds well to a good conductor such as
aluminum. In the following, we will study how the variations of the ESEC affect
the optical characteristics of the two lasers.
The next few figures show some data obtained with the ESEC laser model.
Figure 83 (left) shows the electric field (Ez) amplitude in the steady state for the
conventional edge emitter system. Material boundaries are not shown, but the
dimensions are the same as in Figure 82 (left). The four peaks with the lower
amplitude are located inside the laser cavity and the higher peak is located in the
airgap. The minimum of the electric field amplitude (near the 1-µm mark in the
longitudinal dimension) is located just before the lossy PC layer. Figure 83
(right) shows the electric field amplitude for the VSAL. The scattering due to
the aperture (i.e. excitation of the radiative modes) is seen in the waveguide as
an irregular shape of the standing wave. The aperture is clearly seen close to the
0.8-micron tick of the longitudinal axis. The electric field amplitude in the
external cavity is much smaller in the VSAL system than for the conventional
edge emitter.

Figure 83. The amplitude of the electric field for the conventional FP-laser (left)
and the VSAL (right). (The geometry is shown in Figure 82.)
The energy flow and the absorption distributions are shown in Figure 84 and
Figure 85 for the conventional edge emitter system (left) and the VSAL system
(right). Figure 84 shows the magnitude of the energy flow in each of the FDTD
grid points (i.e. the modulus of the Poynting vector). If needed, the direction of
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the energy flow can also be calculated from the data. In Figure 84 (left)
describing the conventional edge emitter, there is a steep drop in the energy flow
at 1 µm in the longitudinal dimension. This is due to the absorption in the PC
layer. A similar slope also exists in Figure 84 (right) at 1.2 µm, but due to the
vertical scale it is not clearly visible.

Figure 84. The energy flow (the amplitude of the Poynting vector) for the
conventional FP-laser (left) and the VSAL (right). (The geometry is shown in
Figure 82.)
The absorption in the phase change layer is shown in detail in Figure 85. Note
that the vertical scales for the conventional edge emitting system (left) and the
VSAL system (right) are different, showing that the absorbed power from the
VSAL would be an order of magnitude lower than from the conventional laser.

Figure 85. The absorption in the PC-layer for the conventional FP-laser (left)
and the VSAL (right). Note the different vertical scales. (The geometry is shown
in Figure 82.)
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The absorption data allows us to compare the spot size and the absorbed power
of the two laser systems. Figure 86 shows the transverse absorption profiles of
the conventional (left) and the VSAL (right) system as a function of the external
cavity length. The absorption profiles are taken from the middle of the PC layer.
Figure 86 shows a clear spreading of the spot size in both of the systems. For the
VSAL system the spot sizes are much smaller at the short ESEC lengths than for
the conventional system. Another noticeable feature of these figures is that in
both of the systems, there is a maximum in the absorbed power at a certain
distance from the front facet of the laser, i.e., at a certain ESEC length. As seen
also in Figure 85, the maximum absorption is about one order of magnitude
lower in the VSAL configuration than in the conventional system. However, the
existence of the maxima can be misleading. In these simulations, the intensity of
the initial light within the laser cavity is kept constant. In reality, the laser reacts
to the changes in the effective reflectivity. The real system optimization requires
full exploitation of the laser's behavior, which will be considered later.

Figure 86. Absorption profiles in the center of the PC layer as the function of the
EC length (the airgap thickness) for the conventional FP-laser (left) and the
VSAL (right).
In Figure 87, the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) spot sizes are compared
as a function of the ESEC length. At short ESEC lengths, the spot size in the
VSAL system is approximately the same as the metallic aperture size i.e. about
one third of the spot size of the conventional system. This can also be noticed in
Figure 86. After a short 'collimation region' the spot size of the VSAL starts to
increase more rapidly versus the ESEC length than the spot size of the
conventional system. At the ESEC length of 400 nm, the spot sizes are equal for
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both of the systems. Beyond this point, the advantage of the small spot size
achieved by the VSAL does not exist anymore.

Figure 87. The FWHM spot size calculated from the absorption profiles in the
center of the PC layer as the function of the EC length (the airgap thickness) for
the conventional FP-laser (‘Normal’) and the VSAL.
To connect the FDTD simulation to the phenomenological laser model, the
effective reflectances of the ESEC must be considered. Figure 88 shows the
effective reflectance for both the conventional and the VSAL system as a
function of the ESEC length. The amplitude of the effective reflectance affects
the power emitted by the laser and the phase determines the longitudinal
oscillation modes in the laser cavity. Comparison of the conventional system
(left) and the VSAL system (right) shows that both the amplitude and the phase
variation are much smaller in the VSAL system. This can be explained by noting
that, in the VSAL system, most of the reflection is due to the metallic aperture
and only a very small proportion of the reflection is due to the external reflector.
Thereby the variations in the ESEC are hardly seen by the laser. For the
conventional edge emitter the amplitudes of the internal and the external
reflectivities are close to an equal magnitude.
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Figure 88. The amplitude and the phase (in radians) of the effective reflectance
as the function of the EC length (the airgap thickness) for the conventional FPlaser (left) and the VSAL (right). Note the different vertical scales.
Sometimes it is important to take into account the influence of the ESEC on the
optical spectrum emitted by the laser. In such a situation, the wavelength
dependence of the effective reflectance must be calculated. Figure 89 shows the
effective reflectance as a function of the wavelength for the conventional edge
emitter system with a 300-nm ESEC length. The figure indicates some
wavelength dependency in the effective reflectivity. This wavelength
dependency increases as the ESEC length increases, and it is the origin of the
wavelength tuning effects in the ESEC lasers.

Figure 89. The effective reflectance spectrum for the conventional FP-laser.
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Now let us see how the effective reflectance affects the laser's performance. The
optical output powers of the two laser configurations as a function of the ESEC
length are shown in Figure 90. In addition to the total optical power emitted by
the laser, Figure 90 also shows its constituents. As shown in Section 3.2.3, the
total optical power is a sum of the power radiated through the back facet of the
laser (the back facet is the laser facet not facing the ESEC), the power absorbed
to the optical disc, and the power scattered away in the ESEC. The playback
signal in the direct semiconductor laser readout is often acquired by monitoring
the power radiated through the back facet of the laser. In this simulation, the
driving current and other laser parameters are kept constant.

Figure 90. The components of the optical output power as the function of the EC
length (the airgap thickness) for the conventional FP-laser (left) and the VSAL
(right). The total optical power equals the sum of the powers a) radiating
through the back facet of the laser (‘Back power’), b) absorbed by the optical
disk structure (‘Total absorption’) and c) scattered away from the system in the
ESEC (‘ESEC scattered’).
An interesting feature in the laser behavior is that the laser power increases when
the effective reflectance decreases. This is seen, for example, by comparing the
power and the reflectance values (see Figure 88) of the VSAL with those of the
conventional edge emitter. This behavior can be explained by considering the
balance between the mirror losses and the internal losses in the laser cavity. The
behavior suggests very high internal losses in the laser. The reduction of the
cavity mirror reflectance allows the light to come out of the laser cavity before it
is absorbed due to the internal losses (cf. Section 4.1.1.1). Thereby the total
optical output power increases when the reflectance decreases.
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The ESEC length giving the absorption maximum (and the reflectivity
minimum) is different in the two cases. One reason for this is that the airgap in
the conventional system is measured from the front facet of the laser to the cover
glass, and in the VSAL system, from the metal surface to the cover glass. That
means that in the VSAL system, there is an additional insulating layer and the
metal aperture layer inside the external cavity, which increase the actual cavity
length. The lasing power simulations shown in Figure 90 have been done
without taking into account the wavelength dependency of the effective
reflectance. To obtain more accurate output power and wavelength data, the
FDTD simulations that yield the effective reflectance terms should be performed
with several wavelengths.
The variation of the back facet power versus the ESEC length in the VSAL
system is much smaller than in the conventional edge emitter. Also, nominally,
the absorbed power varies more in the conventional system, but the relative
change in the absorption is on the same order in both of the systems, as can also
be deduced from Figure 86. Although in this case the resulting absorption
behavior resembles that shown by the absorption curves in Figure 86, this is not
always true. For a somewhat different laser configuration, the laser power could
have dropped drastically due to the decreasing effective reflectivity in the
conventional system. Instead of the absorption maximum at around 400-nm
ESEC length, we could have had a minimum as well. The simple absorption
analysis shown in Figure 86 is not enough.
This concludes the analysis of the DSLR systems and, simultaneously, the
examples of the use of the ESEC lasers. In this Section we have presented
theoretical discussion on enhancing the performance of the DSLR systems. We
showed a way to design the DSLR for various types of read-out signals. We
introduced the wavelength tuning enhanced readout and showed examples of the
advanced modeling of the DSLR systems by comparing the performance of the
conventional ESEC configuration and a VSAL system.
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5. Summary
In this thesis, we have developed ways to model and use extremely short
external cavity (ESEC) lasers. A brief overview was presented on the physics
related to the semiconductor lasers. A simple phenomenological laser model was
developed for efficient calculation of the multi-mode output spectrum of a
Fabry–Perot semiconductor laser. The phenomenological model was used to
predict the oscillating wavelength and the optical output power of ESEC lasers.
Measured gain spectrum of the laser was used in the modeling. The effective
reflectance model was used to simulate the influence of the ESEC on the laser
operation.
Several ways to calculate the effective reflectance from various kinds of ESEC
structures were presented and used. These included the Gaussian beam method,
the Fourier optics methods, and the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method. Babinet’s principle and the Fourier-space methods were introduced for
use in the calculation of the coupling coefficients needed in the effective
reflectance calculation. A novel laser-end model was presented for calculation of
the effective reflectance using the FDTD modeling. This method is applicable
for complex laser-end structures and the ESEC structures and enables the
detailed analysis of the optical fields in the ESEC.
An overview of the ESEC laser sensors and other devices was given providing a
general picture of the possibilities for the use of various ESEC configurations.
Several devices based on the ESEC laser configuration were analyzed by
modeling and experiments. The wavelength tuning and the optical power
characteristics of the planar-mirror (PM) ESEC laser were analyzed and
compared to the measurements. Three tuning regions as the function of the
external cavity length were introduced. The influence of the different design
parameters for the tuning range was studied by modeling.
The wavelength tuning of a laser using a micromachined tunable Fabry–Perot
etalon in the ESEC configuration was analyzed. Two tuning methods,
‘conventional mirror tuning’ and ‘rapid tuning’ were introduced and the tuning
characteristics were analyzed for different design parameters.
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A method of wavelength tuning profilometry using the ESEC laser configuration
was introduced. The proof-of-principle experiments were done, and the results
were explained by using a scalar FDTD model of the optical fields close to the
surface.
The direct semiconductor laser readout systems for the optical data storage were
analyzed via modeling. The basic relations between the various design
parameters and the playback signal were presented in the simple form of a ‘scan
diagram’ of the effective reflectance. Based on this analysis, different types of
playback signals were constructed. A wavelength tuning enhanced readout
method was introduced for use in the direct semiconductor laser readout
systems.
Finally, the performance of a conventional Fabry–Perot laser and a very small
aperture laser in the direct semiconductor laser readout system were modeled
and compared using the novel FDTD laser-end model. Absorption of the light
into the data layer of a customized optical disk structure was modeled to
estimate the mark sizes and the absorbed power as the function of the cavity
length. Power changes in the laser due to the changing feedback were included
in the analysis.
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